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Abstract

Spectral imaging, a combination of spectroscopy and imaging, is a powerful tool for

providing in situ material classification across a spatial scene. Typically spectral

imaging analyses are interested in classification, though conventionally the classifi-

cation is performed only after reconstruction of the spectral datacube, which can

have upwards of 109 signal elements. In this dissertation, I present a computational

spectral imaging system, the Adaptive Feature-Specific Spectral Imaging Classifier

(AFSSI-C), which yields direct classification across the spatial scene without recon-

struction of the source datacube. With a dual disperser architecture and a pro-

grammable spatial light modulator which induces spectral filtering, the AFSSI-C

measures specific projections of the spectral datacube which in turn feed an adap-

tive Bayesian classification and feature design framework. I present my work related

to the design, construction, and testing of this instrument, which ultimately demon-

strated significantly improved classification accuracy compared to legacy spectral

imaging systems by first showing agreement with simulation, and then comparing

to expected performance of traditional systems. As a result of its open aperture

and adaptive filters, the AFSSI-C achieves 250× better accuracy than pushbroom,

whiskbroom, and tunable filter systems for a four-class problem at 0 dB TSNR (task

signal-to-noise ratio)—a point where measurement noise is equal to the minimum
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separation between the library spectra. The AFSSI-C also achieves 100× better

accuracy than random projections at 0 dB TSNR.
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1

Introduction

Spectral imaging is a powerful analytical tool, combining two important scientific

techniques: spectroscopy and imaging [1, 2]. It allows for improved discrimination

of objects in a scene, as well as the ability to make in situ material classifica-

tion [3–5]. In this dissertation I introduce the Adaptive Feature-Specific Spectral

Imaging Classifier—AFSSI-C—a computational imaging system which yields direct

classification at each spatial location in a scene.

Spectral imagers take measurements of the spectral datacube, consisting of two

spatial dimensions and a spectral dimension. Typically the measured datacube can

have 105 - 109 signal elements. For example the NASA AVIRIS system, a workhorse

for Earth remote sensing, sweeps 677 linear spatial locations at 224 spectral channels

[6, 7], which results in 109 signal elements in under 10 minutes. Measuring each of

these signal elements directly is costly in both time and data capacity due to the sheer

volume of signal elements and the associated transmission and storage requirements.
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The latter is exacerbated, for instance, in the AVIRIS airborne imager because it

scans continuously as it flies over an area of interest. Even the most advanced

systems strive to reconstruct the spectral datacube [8–15].

I argue that the goal of the majority of spectral imaging analysis is material classi-

fication [3,16,17]. Indeed, once the spectral datacube is reconstructed, the spectrum

at each spatial location is compared to known spectra to make a classification. By

arriving directly at a classification decision without direct measurement of every el-

ement in the spectral datacube, the AFSSI-C has the potential to greatly improve

classfication accuracy as well as reducing transmission and storage requirements.

A challenge to all spectral imaging systems is the measurement of the three dimen-

sional spectral datacube with (at most) a two dimensional detector array [1]. Tradi-

tional systems rely on scanning to overcome this restriction. Spotlight or whiskbroom

systems [18] gather the spectrum for a single spatial location, sweeping through both

spatial dimensions. Pushbroom systems [18,19] gather the spectral information for an

entire row, scanning through the remaining spatial dimension. Tuned filter systems

gather the information at a single spectral channel across the entire image, scanning

through the spectral dimension [20]. Each of these approaches require the system to

discard a significant portion of the available light to improve resolution, either spa-

tially, spectrally, or both. Whiskbroom systems require imaging through a pinhole

to achieve spatial and spectral resolution; pushbroom systems image through a slit,

similarly rejecting a significant amount of light. Tuned filter systems must throw out

all but a single spectral channel. The AFSSI-C, on the other hand, benefits from an

open aperture and instead relies on encoding the spectral datacube with adaptive

spectral filters to achieve spatial and spectral resolution, thus utilizing significantly
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more light than the traditional systems mentioned above.

The Adaptive Feature-Specific Spectrometer(AFSS) was previously introduced by

the Laboratory for Engineering Nontraditional Sensors (LENS), the group of which

I am a part [21]. By utilizing adaptive spectral features and a Bayesian inference

framework for feature design and classification, the AFSS is able to provide signifi-

cantly improved classification accuracy over classical spectrometers for spectroscopic

classification without reconstruction of the source spectrum. One might naively pro-

pose extending this idea to spectral imaging by simply forming an array of AFSS

systems to achieve classification across a spatial scene, though this approach would

be very costly due to massive component redundancy. The AFSSI-C system pro-

vides a similar feature-based measurement approach and Bayesian framework, but

via less cumbersome architecture. Instead of using multiple spectrometers, it relies

on multiplexing and encoding the spatial and spectral information to achieve spec-

tral classification across a spatial scene. Not only does this approach share resources

across multiple spatial locations, it avoids the expense of pixel-specific components,

while still leveraging the multiplex advantage gained from the AFSS design.

In this dissertation, the AFSSI-C system is examined and detailed. I discuss

the architecture and system model, with attention given to the manipulation of the

source spectral datacube as it passes through the system. The feature design scheme

is considered next, with examination of the implementation of the features and the

Bayesian probabilities that feed into the algorithm. The optical and opto-mechanical

design is explained, and some of more interesting re-designs are given. Calibration

is detailed, which leads to the performance of the system when tested with a 4-class

problem. The AFSSI-C is shown to perform well when compared to simulation of
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the system model, and then this simulation is compared to simulation of traditional

spectral imaging systems, where the accuracy of the AFSSI-C is demonstrated to be

remarkably superior. The AFSSI-C is then demonstrated with larger class library

problems, where the system encounters a noise floor. This limit is examined, and

causes of the limit in accuracy are proposed. These mechanisms are then incorpo-

rated into a simulation to examine the degraded performance and compare this to

the performance seen with the instrument. What is reported is that the proposed

mechanism, while incomplete, degrades the performance of the simulation and shows

similar characteristics in classification accuracy to the instrument, which motivates

proposals for future work.

With its adaptive features, multiplex advantage, and open aperture, the AFSSI-

C system is a spectral imaging-classifier which greatly improves classification ac-

curacy in low signal-to-noise (SNR) environments. This additional feature will be

highlighted in both the reported simulation and experimental results in this disser-

tation. This system has the potential to benefit the myriad industries that utilize

spectral imaging for material classification, such as medical diagnostics, geological

exploration, conservation, and security applications. [22–26]
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2

Spectral Imaging: a Review

For being a recent advance in the relatively new field of spectral imaging, computa-

tional spectral imaging has a surprisingly rich history. What follows is an attempt

to bring context to the instrument developed for this dissertation.

2.1 History of Spectral Imaging

If we consider spectral imaging to be the marriage of spectroscopy and imaging, then

it makes sense to consider the history of spectral analysis. It is spectral analysis that

allows for the spectral classification which is of interest in this work. The roots

of spectroscopy arguably began with Sir Isaac Newton’s “Opticks” in 1704 [27], in

which he describes the dispersion of white light by prisms. It would be some time,

however, before the identification of materials from their reflectance, emission, or

absorption spectra. One of the first accounts of correlating spectrum with material

properties occurred when William Wollaston in 1802, and later Joseph Fraunhofer
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in 1814, noticed dark lines in the spectrum of the sun; these are now known as

Fraunhofer lines, and are due to absorption by chemicals in the atmosphere of the

sun and oxygen molecules in the earth’s atmosphere. The field then took a giant

leap forward in 1860 when Bunsen and Kirchhoff invented the spectroscope, based on

absorption of radiation by a sample and subsequent dispersion with the transmitted

light shown on a screen [28].

There is some contention as to when we can consider the first spectral imager

to have been developed, rooted in the definitional differences between multispectral

imager, hyperspectral imager, spectral imager, and imaging spectrometer [8]. In

terms of material classification, the most important factor is sufficient spectral in-

formation to extract spectral characteristics specific to the materials being analyzed.

Though in the nineteenth century astronomer P. J. C. Janssen used a double slit

monochromator—also called a spectrohelioscope at the time—which he was able to

rapidly spin while adjusting the slits to be able to view a scene in different wave-

lengths, it was not until we see the introduction of the research imaging spectrometer

in the early 1980s, and airborn imaging spectrometers later that decade [29], that

we begin to see systems constructed to reproduce the spectral datacube which would

allow for material classification across a spatial scene. There are also systems re-

ferred to as spectral profilers, constructed around the same time, which appear to be

early instantiations of spectral imaging systems that relied on recovering the spec-

tral information for spatial locations along a row, coupled with the movement of the

instrument—usually mounted on an airborne chassis.

In 1981 the Shuttle Multispectal Infrared Radiometer (SMIR) was used for clas-

sification of minerals from space, designed to be able to detect the characteristic
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spectra of components in certain clays [30]. This system was carried on the space

shuttle to obtain reflectance over 10 spectral channels in order to evaluate the viabil-

ity of imaging systems for remote sensing. By 1985 the term “imaging spectrometry”

had been coined and the viable systems for making material classification from space-

borne imaging systems had materialized. In 1987 NASA’s Airborne Visible/Infrared

Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) was put into use, which is a system still heavily

utilized for earth remote sensing today. The AVIRIS system relies on reflected solar

energy, measuring from 400 to 2500nm over 224 contiguous spectral channels.

Though the above historical examples seem to indicate spectral imaging had its

start in airborne or space-borne platforms, there are historical examples of terrestrial-

based spectral imaging systems as well. Spectral imaging of microscopic samples is

becoming a commercialized tool, often because it provides solutions to challenges

faced in fluorescence imaging, which often suffers when there is sample autofluores-

cence [31,32].

From nearly the time imaging spectrometers first appeared, there have been ef-

forts to make capturing the spectral datacube more efficient through computational

and compressive imaging techniques. Here again is another gray area in the vernac-

ular, and the line between computational spectral imaging and compressive spectral

imaging is subjective. For this dissertation I will use the term computational in the

broadest sense, and in this brief history will focus on the introduction of computa-

tional methods which are able to extract information about the three dimensional

spectral datacube from projections and encoded realizations of the source. These

systems often share a common characteristic in that the result at the detector often

looks nothing like the scene being analyzed. This is no different with the AFSSI-
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C system, where the result at the detector will usually have very few recognizable

features. What is quite different, as will be shown in this dissertation, is that while

the computational spectral imagers discussed in this chapter are concerned with re-

construction of the source spectral datacube, the AFSSI-C generates a classification

estimate at every spatial location in a scene, at every measurement.

In 1938 Bowen developed an “image slicer” by using multiple mirrors to slice

an image into strips, which were then arranged into a single long slit from which

he could recover the spectral and spatial information of what he was analyzing in

a single shot [33]. The result would ultimately have had to have been compared to

the astronomical scene being analyzed for location-specific spectra, but we can see

how the data is being manipulated optically to yield both spectral and spatial infor-

mation from a scene. Much later, in 1972 Walraven developed a similar instrument

that instead used a wedge-cut prism and a glass plate to create the same effect [34].

This instrument utilized a condenser and photo-cathode to capture the transmitted

light, which allowed for shorter integration times. It is at this point in the historical

progression of computational spectral imaging that we start to see the role of detec-

tors, which would eventually lead to computational reconstruction and storage of the

data once computing power caught up. The next section looks at what is considered

for the purposes of this dissertation as modern computational spectral imagers.

2.2 Modern Spectral Imagers

The title of this section continues with the premise introduced in the abstract of this

dissertation: that classification without reconstruction of the spectral datacube is

of great interest to the spectral imaging community. We will look at a selection of
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what are referred to herein as “modern” computational spectral imagers; though as

we will see, the output of these systems is still reconstruction of the datacube.

When reviewing modern computational imaging systems, it is reasonable to start

with the Computed-Tomography Imaging Spectrometer (CTIS) developed by De-

scour and Dereniak, and reported in 1995 [35]. Though argued in section 2.1 that

multi-mirror optical systems which attempt to capture the entire spectral datacube

in a single shot could be considered ‘computational’ in nature, the CTIS system is

often thought of as marking the emergence of computational spectral imaging.

The CTIS system uses an optical front end to direct light from the scene into the

imager. The front end, an objective lens or telescope, images the scene onto three

dispersive transmission gratings which are placed 60◦ from each other in a circle.

The gratings are in a plane such that the dispersion directions are separated by 60◦.

The system utilizes a focal plane detector array (FPA) onto which the spectrally

separated light from the dispersive gratings is focused. This configuration results in

a hexagonally symmetric projection onto the FPA; the reconstruction algorithm uses

these parallel projections in a tomographic reconstruction.

A more recent development in computational spectral imaging, and one which

inspired many subsequent designs (including the AFSSI-C), is the single-shot com-

pressive spectral imager reported by Gehm et. al. in 2007 [11]. This system is

arranged as two sequential arms, which appear to resemble two traditional 4-f spec-

trometers without the slits or pinholes necessary to gain resolution in such systems.

As such, each arm contains a dispersive element, in this case dispersion prisms, and a

transmissive coded aperture separates the arms. Light is brought into the system and

collimated before being spread spectrally by the first prism. The light is then imaged
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onto the coding aperture which is designed to pass or block light in a pattern based

on cyclic S-matrices. This aperture encodes the mixed spatial and spectral informa-

tion. The light allowed through the coding aperture is collimated once again and

passed through a second dispersive prism, which undoes the dispersion of the first,

spatially registering the light to the source. This results in the source being spectrally

encoded, though still spatially registered to the source, so the image at the detector

plane is recognizable—by eye—as the source being imaged. Reconstruction of the

spectral datacube relies on sparsity and reconstruction of the spectral datacube relies

on solving an expectation maximization algorithm coupled with a wavelet denoising

technique in an iterative optimization scheme.

The natural progression of the discussion is to include the single-disperser coded

aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) system reported by Wagadarikar et. al.

in 2008 [36]. This system uses a single dispersive element positioned in collimated

space after the source has been focused onto a coded aperture. The system recovers

a fraction of the spectral datacube elements, but assumes a smooth spatial structure

and can thus utilize compressive wavelet transform techniques to reconstruct the

datacube.

Encoding of the spectral datacube for clever information extraction is a corner-

stone of computational spectral imaging, as these examples indicate. The system

reported by Lin et. al. in 2014 [12] relies on creating more random projections of

the datacube, using a double encoding system, to exploit compressive reconstruction

algorithms which benefit from the higher degree of signal mixing attained from en-

coding at two planes. The system utilizes both a digital micromirror device (DMD)

and a liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) display for encoding the spectral datacube;
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the DMD is used to impart spatial encoding, while the LCOS is in an image plane

after a diffractive grating to add spectral encoding. The system has the flexibility to

work in multiple modes, with the ability to do Bayer (red, green, blue) filtering or

multiplexed 16-channel hyperspectral imaging (by demosaicing a complex Hadamard

encoding scheme). The intended purpose of the system is to use random encoding

at both the DMD and the LCOS, modulated during an exposure event, to facilitate

reconstruction using a Matlab software package called SPGL1 which implements a

combination root-finding algorithm and a spectral projection-gradient algorithm [37].

The AFSSI-C, unlike the spectral imagers or computational spectral imagers

before it, yields a direct classification estimate rather than a reconstructed spectral

datacube (which would then require classification). The final section in this chapter

is intended to clarify the distinctions, and argue the utility of the computational

spectral imaging-classifier whose architecture, construction, and experimental results

are discussed at length herein.

2.3 Relation to AFSSI-C

What has been shown in the previous two sections is a short history of spectral

imaging and a look at modern implementations of computational spectral imaging

architectures. The historical systems were an offshoot of spectroscopy, with scientists

and engineers working to expand the ability of capturing the spectral intensity of a

source at continuous wavelengths—thus measuring the spectrum—to spatial scenes.

Clearly then, spectral reconstruction was the goal.

In looking at the modern examples of computational spectral imaging systems,

we see the underlying intention of these systems is to reconstruct the spectral dat-
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acube. The techniques and systems employed to do this are certainly incredible in

their elegance and architecture, and the ability to reconstruct the three dimensional

spectral datacube from a single exposure is remarkable.

What has not been covered here, and could easily occupy many pages, is an

analysis of modern spectral classification algorithms. Many books and theses have

been written on the subject of classification from reconstructed spectra, which speaks

to the utility of classifying the spectra in a reconstructed spectral datacube.

With this in mind, we can turn our attention to the AFSSI-C. Instead of a system

which reconstructs the spectral datacube, or present a new technique for classifying

the spectra in a reconstructed datacube, the AFSSI-C takes measurements of the

source and makes classification estimates as a result of the measurement. The output

is the classification! The amount of work and the remarkable results of the early

inventors of spectral imaging, and the ongoing efforts of scientists and engineers

who followed and pushed the limits of computational spectral imaging, illustrates

the place that the AFSSI-C has in this progression. As an evolutionary step, the

AFSSI-C is a system which combines spectral imaging and classification into a single

instrument, which takes as its input the spectral content of a scene, and yields direct

classification of its contents. The next chapter is dedicated to the architecture of

this unique system.
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3

The AFSSI-C Architecture

3.1 Hardware Architecture

The unique result of a classification estimate at each spatial location, as opposed

to spectral datacube reconstruction, requires a non-traditional architecture. The

current chapter details the architecture and system model of the AFSSI-C, with

consideration paid to the restrictions the architecture places on feature design.

The design of the AFSSI-C is essentially two 4f spectrometers arranged back-to-

back. A spatial light modulator—a digital micromirror device (DMD)—divides the

two halves. An input optic prepares light from the source by relaying the object to

the input plane of the instrument.

As shown in the system schematic presented in Figure 3.1, the first lens of the

system collimates the rays. At this point in the system we can imagine the source

spectral datacube as a cube, depicted in Figure 3.2(a), where x and y are the spatial

axes, and λ is the spectral axis. The collimated light then falls on the first grating,
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which spectrally disperses the light from the incident spectral datacube. This can

be thought of as a shearing action on the spectral datacube. As shown in Figure

3.2(b), the result is that the spectral dimension of the cube is at an angle to the

surface of the spatial plane, in the direction of the dispersion. This sheared spectral

datacube is focused to an intermediate image plane at the DMD by the second lens

in the system.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the AFSSI-C. Light from the source enters from the left
of the figure, where the entrance optic develops the intermediate image plane prior
to lens 1. The light is dispersed by the first diffractive grating, and imaged onto the
DMD by the second lens. Shown here are three spectral channels, illustrating the
different positions each channel has on the DMD, all from the same spatial location
(experimental system has 38 spectral channels). The DMD directs light to the dump
or lens 3, on a mirror-by-mirror basis. Collimated light from lens 3 is sent through
a second grating which reverses the dispersion from the first grating, and finally
imaged onto the detector by the 4th lens.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of datacube progression through the AFSSI-C system.
(a) The input cube is (b) sheared by the first grating, (c) encoded at the DMD, and
finally (d) spatially re-registered by the second grating.

Mirror patterns are implemented on the dense array of micromirrors at the DMD

which either allow the light to continue to the rest of the system, or attenuate

it by sending it to a beam dump, on a mirror-by-mirror basis. Throughout this

dissertation the mirrors which allow the light to continue to the detector are referred

to as “on”, while mirrors which attenuate the incident light by sending it to the beam

dump are referred to as being turned “off”: These designations have nothing to do
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with the powered state of the DMD, but are instead intended to develop a vernacular

conducive to clarifying the action at the DMD without getting muddled in the details

of its operation. This pattern of on and off mirrors encodes the datacube, which is

portrayed in Figure 3.2(c) as holes punched through the sheared cube.

The encoded datacube is again collimated before being acted on by the second

grating, which is identical to the first grating. The path of the dispersed light toward

the second grating is manipulated by the optics such that it is the mirror image of the

path leaving the first grating. The gratings have the same dispersion, which results

in the light which was dispersed by the first grating being chromatically recombined

by the second, reversing the dispersion from the first grating. The path of light

from the first grating to the second has been shown in the cartoons of Figure 3.3 to

illustrate this dispersion reversing mechanism by showing (a) the path of the light

without the gratings, and (b) with the gratings in place, including a highlighted

trace to demonstrate that the angle of each ray leaving the first grating is identical

to the angle of the ray entering the second grating. Undoing the dispersion from the

first grating removes the shear in the portrayal of the encoded spectral datacube as

depicted in Figure 3.2(d).
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Figure 3.3: A simplified illustration of the optical path between the first and second
gratings as shown with paraxial (ideal) lenses and the DMD removed: a) the optical
path with the gratings removed showing the intermediate image plane, in which the
DMD would sit, in the center; and b) the optical path with ideal gratings showing
the path of the dispersed light. The single trace in black follows a single ray of one
of the chromatic components of the light coming into the system to illustrate that
the angle of the ray, γ, leaving the first grating is identical to the angle of that ray
entering the second grating, due to the configuration of the optics, which results in
the light chromatically recombining at the second grating. This recombination is
effectively reversing the dispersion from the first grating.

The final lens in the system focuses the encoded spectral datacube, which is spa-

tially registered to the source, onto the detector array which integrates the cube

through the spectral dimension. The result at each pixel is the inner product of

the source spectrum at that location in the scene with the spectral filter—the im-

plemented feature vector—imposed on that location by the mirror pattern on the

DMD. An illustration of the detector measuring the inner product is given in Figure

3.4, which depicts the spectrum at a single spatial location in which spectral chan-
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nels have been removed by the feature implemented at that spatial location, and

then integrated by the detector to yield a measurement of the intensity across all

wavelengths of the spectrum.

Figure 3.4: An illustration of the detector measuring the inner product of the
implemented feature and the spectrum at a single spatial location. Looking at a
single spatial location in the encoded spectral datacube from Figure 3.2 (d), the
spectrum is shown along with the implementation of the feature represented as 0’s
and 1’s signifying the binary ‘on’ and ‘off’ pattern of mirrors for that spatial location
at the DMD. The occluded sections of the spectrum are shown by the striped regions.
The detector integrates through the spectral dimension, resulting in an intensity as
depicted by the plot on the right.

3.2 System Model

The mirror pattern at the DMD gives rise to the spectral filters that act at each

spatial location in the scene. To understand this relationship, this section gives the

mathematical system model of the AFSSI-C. The system model, and the relationship

between the pixelation of the detector and the pixel size at the DMD, are similar
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to the treatment in [11]. What follows is this system model, extended to detail the

restrictions imposed on the feature designs by the AFSSI-C architecture.

The system model begins by defining a source spectral density entering the system

as S0 (x, y;λ). The source spectral density is collimated by the first lens, and passes

through the first grating. The second lens images the result, returning the spatial

orientation. The resulting spectral density can be written as

S1 (x, y;λ) =

∫∫
dx′dy′δ (x′ − [x+ α (λ− λc)]) δ (y′ − y)

× S0 (x′, y′;λ)

= S0 (x+ α (λ− λc) , y;λ) . (3.1)

Here the delta (δ) is used to describe a unity magnification optical system. The dis-

persion α is shown as linear with wavelength λ, which is an acceptable assumption

over a small wavelength range. As will be shown later, the system relies on calibra-

tion which accommodates for spectral ranges outside of this linear approximation.

Deviations from unity magnification are straightforward and do not affect the general

outcome of the system model shown here.

Once the dispersed source has interacted with the DMD, the spectral density

becomes

S2 (x, y;λ) = T (x, y)S1 (x, y;λ)

= T (x, y)S0 (x+ α (λ− λc) , y;λ) , (3.2)

where T (x, y) is the spatial feature pattern implemented at the DMD.

The second dispersive element, in reversing the dispersion of the first element

as discussed in section 3.1, imposes a sign change on the dispersion from the first
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element. Therefore, the spectral density of the signal propagated through the final

imaging optics to the detector can be written as

S3 (x, y;λ) =

∫∫
dx′dy′δ (x′ − [x− α (λ− λc)]) δ (y′ − y)

× S2 (x′, y′;λ)

= T (x− α (λ− λc) , y)S0 (x, y;λ) (3.3)

= H (x, y;λ)S0 (x, y;λ) .

To emphasize that the encoding at the DMD introduces a three dimensional encoding

pattern in the spectral density, a spectral density filter function H (x, y;λ) has been

introduced. The intensity detector is pixelated with pixel size ∆, and the intensity

distribution Γnl becomes:

Γnl =

∫∫∫
dx dy dλ rect

( x
∆
− l, y

∆
− n

)
×H (x, y;λ)S0 (x, y;λ) . (3.4)

The DMD is pixelated as well, and for simplicity the pixel size ∆ is assumed;

extending to multiples of the detector pixel size is straightforward. A transmission

function T at the DMD can then be considered:

T (x, y) =
∑
n′,l′

Tn′,l′rect
( x

∆
− l′, y

∆
− n′

)
. (3.5)
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With this transmission function in place, Equation (3.4) becomes

Γnl =
∑
l′n′

∫∫∫
rect

( x
∆
− l, y

∆
− n

)

rect

(
x− α (λ− λc)

∆
− l′, y

∆
− n′

)
× Tn′l′S0 (x, y;λ) dx dy dλ. (3.6)

To gain an understanding of how the mirror pattern influences the measured

intensity, two constrained cases are shown below. In the first constrained case, a

monochromatic source S0 (x, y, λ) = I0 (x, y) δ (λ− λc) is considered, where I0 is the

intensity distribution of the monochromatic scene, which simplifies Eq.(3.6) to

Γnl (λ = λc) =
∑
l′n′

∫∫∫
rect

( x
∆
− l, y

∆
− n

)
× rect

( x
∆
− l′, y

∆
− n′

)
× Tn′l′I0 (x, y) δ (λ− λc) dx dy dλ

=
∑
l′n′

δll′δnn′Tn′l′Inl

= TnlInl. (3.7)

Here, Inl is a spatially pixelated version of the monochromatic source with intensity

distribution I0 (x, y)

Now the second constrained case can be considered: the monochromatic source

is shifted by a spectral channel ∆λ = ∆/α
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Γnl (λ = λc + ∆λ) =
∑
l′n′

∫∫∫
rect

( x
∆
− l, y

∆
− n

)
× rect

( x
∆
− (l′ + 1) ,

y

∆
− n′

)
× Tn′l′I0 (x, y) δ (λ− (λc + ∆λ)) dx dy dλ

=
∑
l′n′

δll′δnn′Tn′(l′+1)Inl

= Tn(l−1)Inl. (3.8)

This means a shift by a spectral channel results in a shift in the mirror pattern.

For a natural scene with content spanning the spectral range, a spectral channel

index κ with C total spectral channels is formalized to describe discretized spectral

channels ∆/α. Furthermore, a discretized source spectral datacube Snlκ is defined,

resulting in the detector signal Γnl as a consequence of mirror pattern T acting on

the pixelated source:

Γnl =
C−1∑
κ=0

Tn(l+κ)Snlκ. (3.9)

This result is the mathematical description of the measurement at each pixel being

the inner product of the source spectra and the feature vector which arises from the

mirror pattern, as first discussed in section 3.1. An adjacent pixel on the detector,

Γn(l+1) yields its own result:

Γn(l−1) =
C−1∑
κ=0

Tn(l+1+κ)Sn(l+1)κ. (3.10)
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What is shown here is that spatial location (n, l) sees the effect of the pattern in

mirror locations Tnl to Tn(l+C−1), while the neighboring spatial location at (n, l + 1)

is encoded by the mirror pattern from Tn(l+1) to Tn(l+C). The conclusion from this

outcome is that the mirror pattern for neighboring pixels overlap, and have the mirror

pattern from Tn(l+1) to Tn(l+C−1) in common. Essentially what each source location

sees is a spectral filter formed by a length C segment of a mirror pattern which

spans the entire row, with the neighboring location seeing a length C segment of that

underlying pattern offset by 1. The overlap of the spatial and spectral information

at the DMD disallows independent feature vectors for each spatial location. The

spectral filters imposed by the DMD pattern are unique for every spatial location,

but cannot be implemented independently, requiring the features to be designed

jointly for spatial locations along a row.

With a system model in place, the following chapter is dedicated to the task of

designing the AFSSI-C features, considering the restrictions described above. Also

discussed in the upcoming chapter is the implementation of these features, and how

the AFSSI-C determines a classification estimate at every spatial location.
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4

Feature Design and Decision Framework

The AFSSI-C takes feature-based measurements to make classification estimates at

every spatial location in a scene. The design and implementation of these features,

as well as the techniques used to make classification decisions, are the subject of

this chapter. As discussed in Chapter 3, mirror patterns are implemented on the

DMD, which filter out components of a dispersed source spectral datacube. The

DMD can only implement filtering spatially, as the mirror reflections are (within the

wavelengths utilized by the AFSSI-C) independent of frequency. Once the second

grating reverses the dispersion implemented by the first grating (as depicted by the

illustration of the dispersive element removing the shear in the cube in Figure 3.2),

the encoding at the DMD plane has become spectral filtering of the source. This

spectral filtering is the implementation of the features upon which the measurement

strategy is based. The discussion of feature design will also necessarily take into

account the limitations imposed by the architecture, as discussed in the last chapter.
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The AFSSI-C uses adaptive features designed from information in previous mea-

surements to make a classification decision by comparing each measurement to hy-

pothesis spectra in a spectral library which is integrated into the system software.

The measurement at each detector pixel is compared to this spectral library, subject

to the same spectral features implemented at that spatial location. This measure-

ment is then given a probability conditional upon the hypothesis of each element of

the library, written as

P (m|hi) . (4.1)

What is desired, though, is the probability of the hypothesis hi given the measure-

ment history up to the kth measurement {m}k. To obtain this probability, Bayes’

theorem is employed, the result of which is then:

P (hi|{m}k) =
P ({m}k|hi) P (hi)

P ({m}k)
. (4.2)

At this point a question arises: How does one measure the (non-conditional)

probability of the measurement history P ({m}k)? Instead of devising a scheme to

assign a probability estimate that a series of measurements occurred, the conditional

probabilities of the measurements are instead stored and updated using likelihood

ratios. It is assumed that the probabilities are mutually exclusive, and so a ratio of

the conditional probabilities of two hypotheses from the library results in the common

term, P ({m}k), to cancel out. For example, if a second hypothesis spectrum from

the spectral library is considered, e.g. hj, an equation similar Eq. 4.2 for determining

the conditional probability arises
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P (hj|{m}k) =
P ({m}k|hj) P (hj)

P ({m}k)
, (4.3)

which can then be rewritten in terms of a likelihood Lj,k = P ({m}k|hj). The

cancellation of the intractable term becomes clear when the ratio of conditional

probabilities is written as

P (hi|{m}k)
P (hj|{m}k)

=
Li,kP (hi)

Lj,kP (hj)
= Lk

P (hi)

P (hj)
, (4.4)

where Lk is the ratio of the likelihoods Li,k and Lj,k. This result is then the likelihood

ratio multiplied by the ratio of the prior probabilities of hypotheses hi and hj. The

value Lk−1 is defined to be the likelihood ratios of the previous measurements up to

the kth measurement. In essence:

Lk−1 =

∏k−1
1 P

(
{m}k−1

∣∣ hi
)

P (hi)∏k−1
1 P

(
{m}k−1

∣∣ hj
)

P (hj)
. (4.5)

This allows the likelihood ratio to be written as

P (hi|{m}k)
P (hj|{m}k)

= Lk
P (hi)

P (hj)
=

P
(
mk

∣∣ hi
)

P
(
mk

∣∣ hj
)Lk−1 (4.6)

In this way the probability assigned to a hypothesis is based on the current measure-

ment as well as the measurement history. The likelihood ratios are stored as a matrix

of the ratios for each spatial location in the scene; the code which implements this

has been included in Appendix C.5. This probability assignment scheme is similar

to the one used in the AFSS [21].
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To actually calculate the probabilities, a Gaussian noise model is assumed, with

standard deviation of the noise to be σAWGN . The conditional probability P
(
mk

∣∣ hi
)

is then computed as the location of the measurement along the curve, centered about

each of the hypothesis spectra filtered by the measurement feature fk:

P
(
mk

∣∣ hi
)

=
1√

2πσ2
AWGN

exp

[
−(mk − fk · hi)2

2σ2
AWGN

]
F, (4.7)

where F is the normalization factor which allows the sum of the probabilities for each

of the hypotheses to be unity.

Features, then, are necessarily designed to yield measurements which discrimi-

nate between the hypotheses with the greatest probability so that the measurement

evolution yields an accurate classification estimate. The goal is to have this classifi-

cation estimate be due to a hypothesis with a unique high probability, essentially a

clear winner in terms of the question “what is the spectrum present at this spatial lo-

cation?”. To create features which guide measurements to discriminate between the

probable hypotheses, a modification of principal component analysis (PCA) is used

that leverages the updated probability estimates of each hypothesis in the spectral

library as a weighting factor. PCA is a mathematical method which takes in a data

set, arranged as a scatter matrix, and returns principal components—the first princi-

pal component (PC) is an eigenvector of the scatter matrix pointing in the direction

of the greatest variance in the library spectra [38]. By taking the inner product of

the spectra at each location with this first eigenvector, the possible measurement

outcomes are effectively separated, facilitating discrimination. Using the standard

PCA does not allow for informing subsequent measurements with previous results,
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so the PCA is modified as follows.

At each individual pixel a scatter matrix is created with R spectral hypotheses,

and individual spectrum sr, weighted by the posterior probability associated with

each hypothesis. The individual scatter matrices Q(k) at each spatial location with

spectral library element hypothesis hr take the form

Q(k) =
R∑

r =1

P (hr|{m}k) (sr − s̄) (sr − s̄)T

= X(k) XT (k). (4.8)

Here X(k) is the matrix of weighted spectral elements, where the row index i is from

1 to the number of spectral channels C, with columns j from 1 to R:

Xij(k) =
√

P (hj|{m}k) (sij − s̄i) , (4.9)

and s̄ is the probabilistically-weighted sum of the spectral library:

s̄ =
R∑

r =1

P (hr|{m}k) sr. (4.10)

The first eigenvector of Q(k) is then computed, analogous to finding the first principal

component in the PCA. This modification of the PCA is referred to as probabilistic-

PCA or pPCA, and in the case of the AFSS this eigenvector becomes the feature

for the next measurement. The scatter matrix Q(k) is then updated with every

measurement.

The effect updating the scatter matrix has on the first PC is illustrated in the two-

dimensional (i.e., a spectral library with two spectral channels) example in Figure 4.1:
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(a) the hypothesis data prior to a measurement, i.e., each hypothesis is equiprobable.

The first principal component is represented by the arrow in the figure. Figure

4.1 (b) is the probabilistically-weighted hypotheses after a measurement has been

taken, showing the new direction of the first PC vector. The darker dots represent

hypotheses with greater probability, which exert more influence on the first PC than

the less probable data points, pointing the first PC into a direction that separates

the more probable hypotheses. In the case of the AFSS [21], the features derived

from this PC vector allow the system to further discriminate between the most likely

library spectra when making a classification decision.

Figure 4.1: Depiction of the pPCA (simple 2D example). (a) First principal com-
ponent before a measurement has been made. All of the hypotheses have the same
probability, depicted here as all points having the same grayscale value. (b) After a
measurement has been made: the darker points are more probable hypotheses, with
the less probable hypotheses taking on shades of gray. The first principal component
has now been shifted to the direction of greatest variation in the weighted data.
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As discussed previously in section 3.2, the AFSSI-C system architecture mixes

spatial and spectral information at the DMD encoding plane in a way that requires

joint design of the mirror pattern on each row. Therefore, pPCA is further modified

by instead using the matrix X̃n′l′(k), constructed from the single-location proba-

bilistically weighted hypothesis matrices Xij(k) from each spatial location in a row.

The individual Xij(k) matrices become diagonal elements in this much larger matrix

X̃n′l′(k), with each neighboring matrix offset in l′ by its row location. The column

indices l′ in X̃n′l′(k) correspond to spectral channels: The Xij(k) matrices for neigh-

boring spatial locations share C−1 columns, which reflects the overlap of spatial and

spectral information at the DMD as illustrated by the system model discussion in sec-

tion 3.2. Figure 4.2(b) illustrates the stacking of the elements of the mean-centered,

weighted library spectra from Figure 4.2 (a) into a larger array X̃
T

(k).
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Figure 4.2: Joint-pPCA schematic. (a) The pictorial illustration of the formation
of X(k) from Equation(4.8). The hypotheses spectra (1) are centered around the
mean (2), and given a weight based on their probabilities (3). (b) The joint-pPCA
calculation involves the stacking of the l1, . . . , lC−1 elements of Xn,l(k) for each lo-

cation (n, l) along a row into a larger matrix X̃
T

(k). The final joint-pPCA scatter

matrix is formed from X̃
T

(k) multiplied by its mean-centered transpose, to arrive

at scatter matrix Q̃(k). The first principle component of this much larger scatter
matrix is then in the direction of greatest variation in the joint-position data.

By centering the array X̃
T

(k) about its mean and multiplying by its transpose,
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a joint scatter matrix similar in form to Equation (4.8) is devised,

Q̃(k) =
R̃∑
r̃=1

(
x̃r̃(k)− ¯̃x(k)

) (
x̃r̃(k)− ¯̃x(k)

)T
, (4.11)

where ¯̃x is the mean of each column in X̃
T

, and the sum is over the library elements

r̃ from all of the row locations. The first PC of Q̃(k) is a vector pointing in the

direction of greatest variation in the probability-weighted data for the entire row.

This process is then repeated for all of the rows in the datacube to arrive at the

features to be implemented for the subsequent measurement. This feature design

method is referred to as joint-pPCA.

With the system able to take advantage of prior information to adapt features

for the subsequent measurement, the AFSSI-C is able to accurately and rapidly

determine pixel-level classification. For this work, the classification decision after

each measurement is given by the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) estimate

of the hypothesis spectra present at each location.

With this framework in place, the optical and opto-machanical system was de-

signed and the components fabricated and assembled. This process is the topic of

the next chapter of this dissertation.
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5

Instrument Design and Construction

The details of the optical and mechanical design of the AFSSI-C, as well as the

construction process, are given here. Though the path to a working system was

essentially sequential, with the optical design determined first followed by mechanical

design and finally construction, there was some iteration. While I do not dwell on

the mistakes and setbacks, I have included some of the events that made the process

somewhat cyclic when useful to the discussion.

Certain system and component decisions were made before the design, fabrica-

tion, and assembly of the AFSSI-C. These considerations helped drive each of these

processes, which in some cases made the course of action more straightforward than

if these decisions had not been made at the onset. Others introduced their own chal-

lenges. For instance, deciding to use catalog lenses reduced the degrees of freedom in

optical design, which has the potential to become unruly if one has infinite choices,

and expensive if custom optics are employed. In the case of the position of the
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DMD, the orientation made addressing the individual mirrors more straightforward,

but introduced the need for an elaborate design to accommodate the effect that the

orientation of the DMD had on the optical axis.

Though many of the system components were chosen before or very early in the

design process, some of the system specifications were changed as the system was

being built and the performance could be assessed. For instance, the resolution

specifications were modified from the initial goal of 256 × 256 spatial resolution and

128 spectral channels (per the initial DARPA KECoM proposal), to 64 × 64 and

38 spectral channels once the instrument was able to take measurements and it was

realized that the lower resolution specification was what would be realizable.

The lenses selected for use in the AFSSI-C are achromatic doublets from Edmund

Optics. Achromatic doublets are lenses made from two lens materials, ground into

convex and concave shapes and cemented together, which are designed to reduce

unwanted dispersion. This lens type was chosen to reduce chromatic aberration in

the optical system.

For a repeatable, updatable synthetic datacube source, we chose to use an LED

display. Though this limits the spectra we are able to generate, it allows pro-

grammable spectra at every spatial location. A Dell P2311H LED monitor with

248 µm pixel pitch was selected. The center 1080 × 1080 pixels are used to generate

the source spectral datacubes, with pixels grouped into bins for a final 64×64 spatial

resolution. Spectra consist of combinations of the RGB monitor colors at controlled

intensities. The design spectral range is 425-625 nm; filters placed in the collimated

space after lens 1 (not included in the system diagram of Figure 3.1) attenuate light

outside of this range. The system is designed for 38 spectral channels, resulting in
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roughly a 5 nm/spectral channel.

The system magnification to the DMD, which then dictates the lateral spread

allowed per spectral channel, required custom 0.10 lines/µm holographic blaze grat-

ings as the dispersive elements. The gratings were fabricated by Wasatch Photonics

to the 0.10 lines/µm specification, though slight variation in the pitch required an

optical model modification as will be discussed in section 5.3.

The DMD was taken from a Texas Instruments DLP Discovery 4100 DMD de-

velopment kit, with the DLP9500 0.95” 1080p DMD chipset. The DMD has 1080 ×

1920 10.8 µm mirrors on the array, and the mirrors pivot ±12◦ on a diagonal axis.

The DMD is oriented such that the bottom of the array is parallel to the optical

table, which allows for square pixels, though forces the second arm of the AFSSI-C

to rise off the optical table at an angle of 17.5◦ (Note that it is common to mount

DMD systems at a 45◦ angle so both arms of the optical system are parallel to the

optical table, though this results in a diamond-shaped pixel). The square mirror

orientation was chosen to making addressing the DMD more straightforward, and to

reduce blur from imaging square pixels from the source to square mirror pixel at the

DMD.

An SBIG ST-10XME detector with a 2184× 1472, 6.8µm pitch CCD array is used

to make the measurements. This is a detector that was used in previous experiments,

and a Matlab interface for controlling exposure and reading measurements off of the

CCD had already been established.

A compact fixed focal length lens group (Edmund Optics) with a 12 mm focal

length is used to relay the object onto the input plane of the instrument. This fast

entrance optic was needed to maintain the layout and magnification requirements.
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Longer focal length optics allow for a larger depth of field which can make alignment

easier, but an entrance optic with a longer focal length (slower optic) would have

required the source to have been prohibitively far away.

To make quantitative system analyses, measurements on the discretized detector

are compared to what was projected by our discretized source. This requires system

magnification between the source, the DMD, and the detector to consider the physical

pixel size at each of these components. The layout dimensions and lens design were

tuned to yield pixel groups—referred to here as system pixels—at each component

that are an integer number of the component pixels, or in the case of the DMD,

integer number of mirrors (though the group of mirrors that is actuated together

is still referred to as a “system pixel” in the discussion that follows). We therefore

have the following system pixel dimensions: 16×16 pixels on the source, 8×8 DMD

mirrors, and 12× 12 pixels at the detector.

5.1 Optical Design

The optical design was developed with the Zemax ray-tracing software (produced by

Zemax, LLC). Zemax is a powerful optical ray trace modelling tool, with a robust

optimization algorithm that allows for merit functions to give priority to certain

aspects of the optical design and reduce priority of other aspects. For instance, in

designing the AFSSI-C system, I would give priority to a focal plane at the DMD,

but would make the system ignore the spread of lateral color at the DMD. Zemax

would normally try to reduce lateral color, thinking it is an aberration. However the

design of the AFSSI-C requires lateral spread of the spectral content of the source

at the DMD for the desired spectral encoding to take place. The lens data editor—
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Zemax’s interface with lens information and spacing—is included in Appendix B.

Zemax will also produce what it refers to as a 3D model, as well as shaded models

of the system, with their own utility: The 3D model is very useful for examining the

path of individual rays as they pass through the system, and will often give insight

into where rays are being attenuated due to vignetting or misalignment. The shaded

model gives a good representation of the physical structure of the system and is one

of the first instances of being able to view the physical system as a high resolution

rendering. Figure 5.1 shows these outputs for the AFSSI-C system.
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Figure 5.1: The 3D model generated by Zemax (top), and the shaded model (bot-
tom). Light enters the system at the first lens, lower left in both of the figures; the
detector plane is in the upper left. Each output has its utility: the 3D model is useful
for examining individual rays as they travel through the system, while the shaded
model gives an idea of the physical relationship of the components. The latter is the
first look at the system from a high resolution rendering perspective.

The design process was begun using paraxial lenses, which are ideal, zero-thickness,

aberration-free lenses which exist only as simulation modelling constructs. Models for

ideal transmission gratings were also used, and are similar in their lack of real-world

flaws while being very useful for the initial layout. With these ideal components in
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the system it was straightforward to use the merit functions to create the AFSSI-C

optical system. This also facilitated getting a feel for how the path of light was split

by the first dispersive element, directed by the DMD, and recombined by the second

dispersive element.

Once the system was roughed out using these ideal models, lenses that were close

to the focal lengths of the paraxial lenses were found in the catalog database and

used to replace the paraxial lenses. However, the catalog lenses are more realistic

in that they introducing aberration and lens thickness, and so require the system

optical model to be tweaked with each addition. To make the gratings respond more

like they might in the real world, a thin pane of BK-7 glass was inserted after the

grating surfaces. This addition introduced some of the optical qualities of the glass in

the absence of an accurate model of the custom gratings, to push the optical model

toward a more realistic representation of a real-world system.

Modelling the DMD was a difficult task. The DMD cannot be modelled as a

simple mirror, because the plane of the DMD remains fixed when all the individual

mirrors pivot. A DMD-sized mirror would shift the entire DMD plane every time

it was tilted, and the ray tracing model would not be realistic. The initial mod-

elling of the DMD involved the multi-configuration editor, which is typically used

for modelling things like telephoto lenses where one needs to assess the lens system

for the different lens placement introduced by adjusting the telephoto. The initial

DMD model using this tool essentially placed 10.8 µm mirrors in the DMD plane of

the optical design, at the edges of the measured footprint of the Texas Instruments

DMD which would eventually be used in the system. Each configuration would then

push the light through a different mirror in the plane. This modelling scheme caused
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difficulties in the ray-trace algorithms by essentially introducing a 10.8 µm stop in

the system. Such a small stop caused instabilities in the model, making it very dif-

ficult to get usable results. Eventually a DMD package already programmed into

Zemax was utilized, which allowed a more realistic stop size and facilitated realistic

ray traces. The pre-programmed DMD model allowed the optical simulation to have

the square DMD orientation, which results in the mirrors being square to what would

later become the optical table. It also correctly positioned the optical axis of the

second arm to be at an angle of twice the mirror tilt, or 24◦, from the first optical

axis, with 17.5◦ in the horizontal and 17.5◦ in the vertical due to the mirrors tilting

on their diagonal axis. Unfortunately, although this DMD model was accurate in

the function of the DMD, allowing many tiny mirrors to tilt in a stationary plane,

the optical model did not accurately predict the keystone distortion in the second

half of the system as a result of the Scheimpflug condition. The Scheimpflug con-

dition is essentially an optical system with a tilted object plane [39]—in this case

the DMD creates a tilted object for the second arm of the system. We will see in

section 5.2 how the insufficient prediction of this distortion affected the operation of

the AFSSI-C and required iteration in the opto-mechanical design.

The optical design was iterated until spot sizes—calculated in Zemax, involving

the point spread function(PSF)—for off-axis source points at the DMD were on the

order of the DMD mirrors. The light spread at the DMD would then allow for the

designed spectral resolution. Another requirement of the optical model was to have

recombination of the spectral channels, as well as an appropriate PSF at the detector

(a PSF smaller than the pixel bin size). Once the optical model was complete, the

design of the opto-mechanical system, i.e. lens, grating, DMD, and detector mounts,
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as well as light baffeling, could start. The next section continues with the transferring

of the optical model into opto-mechanical modelling software.

5.2 Opto-Mechanical Design

The opto-mechanical system was designed in SolidWorks, and the majority of the

parts were printed on an Eden 350 rapid prototyping 3D printer. SolidWorks is a

computer aided design (CAD) software system (by Dassault Systèmes) that allows

for the creation of complicated 3D models, with the ability to save the model files

as STereo Lithography (.STL) files. These .STL files can then be read and rendered

by the 3D printer.

The process of designing the system in SolidWorks began with defining the dif-

ferent planes in the system. The base plane upon which the system would eventually

sit, the planes containing the optical axes, and the plane in which the DMD sits,

were all defined by their relationships—angles and distances—to each other. The

lens spacing was taken from the optical model. thus, when these planes were de-

fined, it became easier to position lenses with the correct orientation with respect to

each other. Figure 5.2 is an illustration of this initial step of arranging planes and

guide lines to guide the rest of the mechanical design; the figure also includes the

initial models of some of the lenses.

The lenses themselves needed be modeled in the CAD software, even though they

were not going to be fabricated on the 3D printer. These lens models were based

on the dimensional specifications of the lenses used in the Zemax model, and were

used to create the lens holders and to accurately position the lens holders within the

opto-mechanical system. The lenses were positioned along the optical axes on the
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defined planes, and the lens holders were designed around the lenses and extended

to the base of the system.

Figure 5.2: The planes and layout needed to position the lenses and gratings in
the SolidWorks model, illustrating the complexity of having multiple optical axes at
different angles to each other. The lenses are oriented such that the first lens in the
system is on the bottom left; the small plane on the right is the DMD mirror surface.
Many of the planes in the figure were constructed to reference other planes, which
assist in placing components.

To facilitate the correct orientation and position of the lenses in the system, a base

plate was designed which has specifically placed holes to accommodate positioning

pins that were designed into the lens holders, grating holders, and the DMD support

structure. Additionally, holes that were later tapped to take 1/4-20 (1/4 inch, 20

threads per inch) mounting bolts were designed into the base plate so each of the

components could be bolted directly into the plate. The base plate was constructed
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to bolt to an intermediate optical breadboard—a black anodized aluminum plate

that has regularly spaced 1/4-20 tapped holes for attaching system components—

by laying out countersunk holes to position the bolts in the correct locations for

attachment, and give clearance for the bolt heads. This intermediate breadboard is

raised off of the optical table upon which the entire system sits so that the entrance

optic position is centered on the source monitor. Figure 5.3 shows the baseplate; a

seam is visible in the rendering because the plate was designed in two interlocking

pieces, each of which is near the limit of the printing size of the rapid prototyping

machine.

Figure 5.3: The baseplate designed to correctly position system components. The
baseplate was constructed in two pieces, with an overall size of roughly 35 × 85 cm.

The ability to generate custom lens holders was of incredibly utility in design

and construction of the AFSSI-C. Instead of having to use traditional lens mounting
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hardware which would have required positioning the lenses by taking measurements

off of adjacent lens surfaces and making adjustments by using linear stages and

the rotation of lens holder posts, the lens holders could be printed to have the exact

positioning found in the optical model. Each lens holder had two or three positioning

pins which were designed to have diameters 0.2 mm smaller than the positioning holes

in the base plate, resulting in a snug fit once printed. By bolting each of the lens

holders to the base plate, the base of the holders were brought to parallel with the

base, while the pins indicated the positioning along the base plate. Exact positioning

in this way was especially important in the second arm of the AFSSI-C, where the

optical axis is oriented at 17.5◦ with respect to the base plate due to the square

orientation of the DMD and the tilt axis of the DMD mirrors. Therefor, any linear

misalignment would cause a misalignment in lens height due to the geometry. To

position the lenses and gratings along this angle with respect to the base plate with

traditional lens mounting hardware would have been incredibly difficult. Renderings

of some of the lens holders are shown below in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Two of the system’s lens holders showing the indicating pins and bolt
holes. The holder on the right is from the first arm of the system, while the lens
holder on the left is from the second arm, which is evident from its height and the
angle of the lens position.

One drawback to the early opto-mechanical designs arose from the very aspect

that made lens placement so easy: though the lenses and gratings could be placed

in the position and orientation determined from the optical model by simply bolting

the holders into the correct position on the base plate, this also meant that if there

were inaccuracies in the optical model nothing could be done to accommodate the

deviation without first changing the CAD design and remanufacturing the mount.

For instance, the grating holders were originally designed to hold the gratings in

the orientation determined by Zemax, but this did not account for any deviations in

how parallel the holographic blazing of the grating was to the glass upon which the

hologram was written. Further, the compound angle of the second arm of the system

results in keystone distortion in two axes, as well as a rotation about the optical axis
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which was not predicted in the initial optical model. The final iteration of the grating

holders accommodates this by allowing for rotation of the grating in the plane of the

design angle of the grating (the gratings are designed to have maximum throughput

into the first grating order at a 1.5◦ incident beam angle). This was another place

where being able to print parts was critical. In particular, the final grating holders

were designed as a disc which holds the grating in place, but allows the gratings to

rotate in a slot at the correct angle to the optical axis. Using traditional mounting

hardware to allow for this rotation in a specified plane would have been very tedious.

Illustrations of the grating mounting system are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Rendering of an exploded view of the final grating mounting system.
The taller grating holder is in the second arm of the system; the shorter grating
holder in front is in the first arm. The gratings are mounted in discs, with the the
first grating being sandwiched between the two discs, while the second is attached
to the disc with the small frame shown behind the grating glass and disc. Both disc
systems fit into holders, which then slide into the larger mounts. The mounts have
pins and bolt holes that coincide with holes in the base plate.

Another component holder whose design was iterated was the detector mount.

The first mounting structures positioned the CCD array in the detector at the im-

age plane calculated by Zemax. However, once once the system was able to take

measurements, I found that the images were very blurry, indicating the detector was
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not in the focal plane. Figure 5.6 is a rendering of an early iteration of the detec-

tor holder that positioned the detector in space at the calculated angle to capture

light from the tilted optical axis of the second arm, but didn’t allow for any adjust-

ment. This was also the point in the design and construction process that it became

clear that the optical model did not sufficiently predict the angle of the focal plane

with respect to the optical axis. The perturbed focal plane orientation is a result of

keystone distortion, a consequence of angle of the DMD. This required adding the

ability to adjust the position of the detector. The final design for the detector holder

integrated traditional components as shown in Figure 5.7. As shown, it incorporates

three linear stages for adjustment in three axes and uses a goniometer designed for

rotation about the CCD, with the whole system sitting on top of a rotation stage.

The traditional components all have available SolidWorks models which were down-

loaded from the Newport Optics web site, and could be incorporated into the CAD

design. The detector, on the other hand, had to be modeled from manufacturer

schematics, and the goniometer was completely custom made. Figure 5.8 shows the

detail of the bespoke goniometer which is critical for detector placement.
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Figure 5.6: A rendering of one of the previous generations of the detector holder,
showing the rigid design intended to position the detector in the correct position
according to the optical model. Lack of ability to adjust the position was problematic
as it became clear that the position of the final object plane in the optical model was
not in the same position as the final object plane in the realized system.
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Figure 5.7: The final detector mounting assembly allowing for translation in 3
axes, rotation about the optical table normal vector, and rotation about an axis that
runs through the CCD in the detector. The assembly is sitting on the base plate,
which was set to transparent for this rendering.
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Figure 5.8: Detail of the goniometer designed and implemented in the final detector
mounting system. Tick marks on the side allow for the angle of the detector relative
to the base plate to be determined. The axis of rotation is through the middle of the
CCD inside the detector housing.

The final opto-mechanical design is shown in Figure 5.9. The final step of the

design process was to design and print light baffling structures which surround the

detector as well as two small panels which mount right to the lens holders of lenses

two and three. The baffling around the detector is shown partially assembled in

the top right of Figure 5.9, and completely assembled in the bottom image; the

small baffling elements on the lens mounts are visible in the top right and bottom

renderings. The small baffling elements around the lens holders are just enough to

keep stray light from the DMD from re-entering the optical path.
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Figure 5.9: SolidWorks renders of the AFSSI-C system. The upper left is the
full opto-mechanical design without the light baffling panels, the upper right is with
some of the panels placed though the detector is still visible, and finally the bottom
render is the system with the light baffling panels installed.

With the design complete, the opto-mechanical components were then printed on

the rapid prototyping machine. The following section highlights the construction of

the instrument, including a final design iteration of merit.
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5.3 Instrument Construction

As mentioned above, most of the AFSSI-C lens and component holders are fabricated

using the 3D printer. The Eden 350 used to create these parts is a rapid prototyp-

ing machine (now a legacy product by Stratasys Ltd.) that builds parts from an

ultraviolet (UV) cured polymer. The monomer is jetted from multiple heads, which

articulate in X and Y, onto a platform that retracts in Z as the model is built up.

On either side of the print heads are UV lamps, which initiate polymerization as the

jetting head moves. The system is able to switch between model and support, which

allows it to build pieces that are floating with respect to the rest of the model by

building up a base with the support material before jetting the model material. The

support material can be removed when the printed piece is finished by flushing it

away in a pressure washer.

The models for printing come directly from SolidWorks as .STL files. Each com-

ponent is saved as a separate file, though the Objet Studio software that is integrated

into the rapid prototyper will allow as many parts as can be fit onto the printing

platform to be printed at the same time. Figure 5.10 shows some examples of the

process: the freshly printed base plate component still on the printing stage, and

the detector goniometer after having been printed, cleaned, and installed under the

detector.
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Figure 5.10: Some examples of parts made on the rapid prototyping system. On
the left is half of the base plate still on the printer stage. On the right is the detector
goniometer after being printed, cleaned, and installed.

Building the AFSSI-C was somewhat iterative, as the discussions about the detec-

tor mounting structure and the grating holders in section 5.2 might suggest. During

construction there were other instances where the opto-mechanical model had to be

updated. Though there is little utility in going through all of the various mistakes

and design tweaks, one final model update iteration is interesting enough to discuss.

The holographic blaze gratings were custom ordered to have 0.10 lines/µm, but

after failing to get a good image at the detector, I decided to accurately measure the

grating pitch to confirm they were to specification. To do this, I designed a grating

holder that attached to the front of a helium-neon laser, which was mounted to a
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portable stand. Figure 5.11 shows the HeNe laser on a stand made from 80/20 R©

framing. As I needed a space where the laser could travel as far as possible without

the risk of exposing bystanders, I opted to use a long hallway on the 5th floor of the

ECE building after hours as shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.11: The grating testing system: a HeNe laser (black tube) is mounted
to a wide piece of 80/20 R© framing for support. On the end of the laser is a grating
holder which holds a grating at 1.3◦ from the beam. In front of the laser and support
is the laser range finder used to measure the distance to the target.
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Figure 5.12: The grating test system, after hours in the 5th floor of the ECE
building when no one was around to be accidentally exposed to the laser. The image
on the right is the laser spot shown on the far wall. Though the testing yielded a
more accurate measurement of the grating pitch, care had to be taken to measure
from the center of the large spot created by the spread of the laser beam at the
target.

Using this test setup the distance between the 0th order and 1st order beams

could be measured. Using the grating equation [40], the pitch of the grating a can

be found through the following calculation:

a =
mλ

sin θm − sin θi
(5.1)

where θi is the beam incident angle and diffracted angle and θm is the beam diffracted

angle for wavelength λ and order m. By measuring the spacing between the 0th and

1st order beams at the wall, knowing the distance from the grating to the wall using

a laser range finder, and having a narrow wavelength source (the HeNe laser), the
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grating pitch could be calculated to three decimal places. The beam spots were rela-

tively large (around 4 cm) at the target, so error was introduced in finding the center

of the spot for measurement, but there was sufficient accuracy in the measurement

to produce clearer images from the update system.

The measurements of the grating pitch allowed for two more significant digits in

the pitch values, which were then used to update the optical model. The deviation

of a few thousandths in lines/µm in each of the gratings resulted in a shift of the first

grating location by centimeters. Because the gratings are in a collimated space, the

grating, the first lens, and the entrance optic were moved together without affecting

the focus at the DMD and the rest of the system. Figure 5.13 shows the system in

SolidWorks before the shift in the optical components at the front of the system, and

with the shims (shown in gold) used to shift the entrance optic, first lens, and first

grating of the system. Once the correct positions were determined, new holes were

drilled and tapped to mount the optical components rigidly in place. The focus of

the system was greatly improved by this modification and the results reported in this

dissertation would not have been possible had these measurements not been made.
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Figure 5.13: Once the pitch of the gratings was known to greater accuracy from
the laser measurement, shims were designed to correctly position the entrance optic,
the first lens, and the first grating to conform to the updated optical model. The
figure on the left is the system before the updated optical model, and on the right
the locating shims are seen between the components. The different color of the base
plate between the two images in only a consequence of the rendering of half of the
base plate in the right hand image being set to transparent to better show the shims,
and not of the shimming procedure.

With everything printed and the adjustments made to account for the deviations

in the manufactured grating pitches, the system was then assembled. Figure 5.14

presents a few images of the assembled AFSSI-C system with the detector and DMD

installed. The final step in construction was the installation of light baffling to

shield the system from ambient light as well as stray light within the system. A

baffling structure was designed and printed to surround the detector, with smaller

baffling elements to attenuate stray light around the optical paths. A large shell

was constructed out of poster board which encompasses the entire system, including

the source monitor, and seals out ambient light. Within this shell are more poster

board elements which isolate the source from the AFSSI-C instrument, except for

the optical path to the entrance.
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Figure 5.14: The assembled AFSSI-C system—the light blocking baffling has been
removed for the photographs.
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5.4 Control Software

The final step in having a working instrument was implementing the software needed

to control the system. The majority of the system code is written and runs in

MATLAB R©, a mathematics and programming language from The MathWorks, Inc.

MATLAB controls the source, creates the mirror pattern for the DMD, controls

the detector to take measurements, calculates the probabilities, and computes the

feature vectors for the subsequent measurement, as well as other functions needed to

run the experiment. There is also code for calibrating the spectral response of the

system, routines which assist with alignment (which will be covered in Chapter 6),

and myriad other pieces of code to test and examine the operation of the AFSSI-C.

In all there are thousands of lines of code, which will not be reproduced here for

obvious reasons. However, there are a number of core pieces of the software code

that are critical to the system operation, which have been reproduced in Appendix

C.

The DMD is ultimately controlled by LabVIEW (a system design and control

software from National Instruments Corporation), running on a virtual Windows XP

machine running inside the Windows 7 operating system that the control computer

runs. Mirror patterns are generated by MATLAB, which communicates with the

LabVIEW system via a semaphore routine. MATLAB creates the mirror pattern

and then saves it to a file. LabVIEW meanwhile is constantly looking for this file

and, once found, will open the file and write the mirror pattern to the DMD. Once

the DMD has been updated, LabVIEW then removes the file. MATLAB in the

meantime is waiting for the file to be removed and, once it sees that the file has been
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deleted, continues with the rest of the control routine. This convoluted semaphore

system spanning two operating systems is not uncommon, and I’ve talked to other

researchers who have ended up doing the same thing to control the Texas Instruments

DMD. Effort was made to instead control the DMD directly from MATLAB using C,

but because of incomplete header files and a lack of product support for implementing

control in C, the current semaphore system was implemented.

The AFSSI-C control code is split up into many subroutines which handle differ-

ent actions such as generating the source at the LED screen, taking measurements,

assigning probabilities, initializing and updating the log likelihood array, and ad-

dressing the DMD mirror array, just to mention a few. The main body of code

is given in Appendix section C.1 with explanation of other subroutines given as

comments, which are indicated as text preceded by the percent (%) symbol in the

MATLAB code.

With the system designed, the component mounts built, and the system assem-

bled, calibration is required for optimal performance. Calibration and alignment of

the components is the topic of the next chapter.
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6

Calibration and Alignment

6.1 Alignment and System Focus

The alignment and focus of the AFSSI-C is an involved process, and is critical to

good performance of the system. Part of the difficulty in aligning a computational

imaging system is that often the image at an image plane looks nothing like an image,

and to this end the AFSSI-C is no different. The exception is the final image plane,

where because of the architecture, a recognizable image can be formed. This final

image that resembles the source allows for traditional focusing techniques.

Alignment of the experimental system can be thought of as involving two sub-

systems, separated by the DMD. The two arms of the AFSSI-C, the first being from

the source to the DMD and the second being from the DMD to the detector, are

considered independently and aligned sequentially.

In total there are three focal planes that must be correctly located for optimal
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performance. Additionally, the source, gratings, and DMD must be rotationally

aligned. Finally, accurate image positioning at the DMD and detector is crucial for

obtaining feedback on the system performance.

Alignment begins in the first arm of the system. The first focal plane is in space

prior to the first lens of the system, where assessment of focus is very difficult. The

second focal plane is at the DMD, where the spatial and spectral information has

been mixed and so results in an image that looks nothing like the source. To align

the first arm of the system, these two focal planes are adjusted at the same time as

follows. The position of the entrance optic is adjusted until the projection of a thin

horizontal line from the source is minimized at the DMD. A machine vision camera is

used in conjunction with turning on and off rows of mirrors at the DMD to determine

the extent of the projection. The camera is set in front of the beam dump so that

the mirrors that are set to “off”—reflecting light to the beam dump—show up as a

bright spot at the camera. The position of the entrance optic is then adjusted, and

each row of mirrors at the projection on the DMD are turned on and off, one at a

time, to determine the width of the image of the line at the DMD. This process is

repeated until the width of the projection of the line can no longer be reduced. An

illustration of the projection of a line before and after focus is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of adjustment of the focal plane at the DMD: a) the pro-
jection of a line from the source before proper adjustment of the input optic and b)
after adjustment.

The final focal plane lies in the second sub-system, where the detector must be

aligned with this last focal plane for clear measurements. Because the DMD presents

a tilted object for this optical sub-system, as explained by the DMD orientation in

the last chapter, the resulting focal plane in which the detector is placed is oriented

at an angle with respect to the optical axis. To be able to position the detector

in this off-axis plane, a custom detector mount (construction details were given in

chapter 5) was developed. The detector mount uses three linear translation stages

for translation in three axes, a bespoke 3D printed goniometer for tilting about the

CCD plane in the detector, and a rotation stage which allows for rotation about the

optical table’s normal vector direction. As explained in the discussion on the system

architecture in Chapter 3, the system re-registers the encoded spectral datacube with

the source. Therefore, when all of the DMD mirrors are turned on, i.e., no spectral

encoding takes place, a source scene appears as an image on the detector which looks

like the object on the monitor. This allows for the position of the detector relative to

the final focal plane to be assessed by the blurriness of the image from the detector.

The source, DMD, and holographic blaze gratings must also be rotationally
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aligned for optimal performance of the system. Both the source monitor and the

DMD are mounted in rigid frames square to the optical table. However, there is play

in the mounting bolt holes holding the DMD such that the bolts can be loosened

to make minute rotations to adjust for deviations from absolute parallel, and re-

tightened to maintain alignment. The alignment of the source and DMD is assessed

with use of the same machine vision camera used in determining the focus at the

DMD. It is again placed at the beam dump, in conjunction with turning on and

off rows of mirrors to minimize the projection of a thin line from the source on the

DMD. This time the extent of the projection is a result of deviations from parallel

causing the projection of the line to be at an angle with respect to the DMD row

direction. This angle appears on the camera as the projection being on one side of a

row of mirrors at one extreme—top or bottom—and on the other side at the other

extreme. Figure 6.2 is an illustration of the projection of the line on the DMD before

and after proper alignment.

Figure 6.2: Illustration showing how the alignment of the source and the DMD
affects the projection of a line on the DMD: a) the projection of a line from the
source on the DMD with the two out of alignment will result the projection being
at an angle. When looking at individual rows of mirrors, the upper extreme of the
projection will appear to the machine vision camera as the right side of the row being
bright, while the bottom row appears as the left side of the row being bright; b) after
adjustment, with the projection minimized and no longer illuminating partial rows
of mirrors.
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The grating holders were designed to allow rotation of the gratings in a plane

determined by the ray trace optical model and the designed transmission angle of

the gratings. The first grating is aligned by recognizing that when it is out of

alignment, the projection of a white horizontal line—which is along the direction

of intended dispersion—is split into constituent colors vertically. This is a result

of a vertical component to the dispersion caused by the misaligned grating. Thus,

the first grating can be rotated until aligned and the projection of the horizontal

line is no longer split. The machine vision camera is in color which is useful in this

adjustment because the colors can be seen as separating vertically when the grating

is out of alignment. If the camera is used as an intensity detector, the width of the

projection at the DMD is at a minimum when the grating is aligned. Figure 6.3 is

an illustration of the projection of a white line on the DMD when the first grating

is out of alignment and what the projection looks like when the grating is correctly

aligned with the DMD.

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the projection of a line on the DMD with: a) the first
grating out of alignment, resulting in a component of the dispersion to be vertical,
and b) after proper alignment of the grating.
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Once the first grating is aligned with the DMD, the second grating can be aligned.

When the first and second gratings are not aligned with each other, there is incom-

plete spectral recombination. This can be detected as blur in an image viewed by the

detector without spectral encoding, i.e., all DMD mirrors on. Alignment between

the gratings is achieved by rotating the second grating until the image is clear.

In addition to the alignment of the focal planes and rotational alignment of the

gratings and DMD, the source must be properly positioned. As discussed in Chapter

5, an LED monitor is used as a programable spectral source. The monitor is itself

pixilated, and the magnification of these pixels must coincide with the size of the

mirrors at the DMD. The optical design determines the magnification, but only if

the source monitor is at the correct distance from the input optic (see Chapter 5

for magnification and system pixel discussion). To be able to adjust the monitor

position, it is mounted on locking rails; the mounts can be unlocked, allowing the

monitor to be slid toward or away from the entrance optic. Figure 6.4 is a photograph

of the rails and monitor mount.
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Figure 6.4: A picture of the locking rails upon which the monitor sits. This
arrangement allows the magnification to be adjusted between the monitor and the
DMD.

To determine the correct distance between the source monitor and the entrance

of the AFSSI-C for correct system magnification, a routine is run which measures the

energy at each spectral bin of a white pixel at the source. The design of the system at

the current spatial resolution is for 38 spectral channels; if it is found that the spectral

extent of the white pixel is beyond (or short of) 38 spectral channels, the position

of the source is adjusted by moving it forward or back on its rails. Pixels across the

projection area of the monitor are tested in this way to make sure magnification is

consistent. Figure 6.5 illustrates how a known spectra, that of the color white as

projected from the source monitor, appears when the monitor is incorrectly located

and when it is positioned correctly.
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Figure 6.5: Example of a known spectrum (white on the source monitor) when a)
the monitor is too far away; b) the monitor is too close; and c) the source monitor
is at the correct position with respect to the input of the AFSSI-C, as identified by
the sample spectrum only just spanning the 38 spectral channels.

Accurate knowledge of the location of the image on the DMD is critical for posi-

tioning the mirror pattern at the DMD. The mirror pattern must coincide with the

image of the dispersed source for proper implementation of the spectral encoding.

The vertical position of the DMD image is determined by first turning on a white

line at the upper edge of the region of interest (ROI) on the source. The routine

that finds the row of mirrors that reflects the light from the line is initiated. This

routine is genetic in nature: it first splits the DMD in half, turning the top half on

with the bottom half off, then the opposite, recording which condition results in the

most energy hitting the detector. The half with the highest energy, i.e., contain-

ing the projection of the line, is then split in half and the comparison is repeated

with the two resulting DMD regions. This process continues until two neighboring

rows of mirrors remain, with the result of the final comparison giving the vertical
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location of the top of the projection on the DMD. The magnification at the DMD

gives the height of the projection, and so by determining the position of the top of

the image at the DMD the vertical extent is known. Figure 6.6 is an illustration of

this process: The white line represents the projection of the horizontal line from the

source on the DMD (since dispersion is horizontal it still appears as a line). Regions

A and B are tested first, with region A chosen as the region that encompasses the

projection. Region A is then split up into regions C and D, with C chosen as the

region encompassing the projection; C is further split into E and F. This process

repeats until the row of mirrors reflecting the horizontal line is determined.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of the searching routine for finding the vertical extent of
the projection from the source onto the DMD. The white line on the grid represents
the projection of a horizontal line from the top of the ROI of the monitor onto the
DMD. Regions A and B are examined by turning each region on (mirrors pointing
to the detector) separately, and measuring the intensity of the signal at the detector.
In this example, region A is chosen, and is then split into regions C and D. These
regions are tested, resulting in region C being split into regions E and F. This process
continues until the row of mirrors which contains the horizontal line is determined,
which gives the vertical position of the projection of the monitor ROI onto the DMD.

The horizontal mapping of the projection is somewhat more difficult because

dispersion at the DMD is horizontal so there isn’t an equivalent technique of deter-

mining the position of one side of the image from a vertical line at the source: a

vertical line from the source is dispersed by the first grating, resulting in the image

of the line at the DMD being spread out by its spectral content with frequency de-
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pendent position. Therefore, to locate the source image horizontally, white pixels on

each side of the source ROI are illuminated and the system is run as a sort of hybrid

traditional system. Since the spatial and spectral information is mixed at the DMD,

turning on individual columns at the DMD is similar to a vertical slit being swept

in a pushbroom system. However, because the spectral information is spread along

the horizontal direction, it is also somewhat like tuning a spectral filter. By taking

measurements at the detector while sweeping columns of “on” mirrors across the

DMD, it is possible to generate measurements of the intensity at each spectral chan-

nel. Figure 6.7 is an illustration of this process. The resulting spectrum is assessed

to make sure it occupies the correct spectral bins: if the projection on the DMD is

not aligned horizontally, the spectrum will be shifted in terms of intensity at each

spectral bin. Based on the resulting spectrum, the horizontal position of the mirror

pattern at the DMD is shifted left or right, and the process of sweeping columns

of “on” mirrors across the DMD while taking detector measurements is repeated

until the resulting spectrum has the correct spectral intensity components. Figure

6.8 illustrates the shifting of the spectrum when the DMD ROI is not aligned with

the projection of the source ROI (a), and proper alignment with the spectrum just

spanning the 38 spectral bins (b). Once these steps are completed, the mapping of

the DMD system pixels (mirrors) to each monitor system pixel is updated.
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Figure 6.7: A white source pixel, illustrated here with the spectrum for white from
the monitor, results in the projection of its spectra across 38 mirrors at the DMD.
By turning on one of these mirrors (actually a system-pixel mirror group) a single
spectral channel can be measured. By progressing the “on” mirror down the row, all
of the spectral channels can be measured, reconstructing the spectrum of the white
pixel (illustrated here as the dashed line at the detector).
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Figure 6.8: An illustration of the process of using a known spectrum (white source)
to adjust the horizontal placement of the DMD ROI: a) the ROI is offset and the
spectrum is shifted outside of the spectral range, and b) correct alignment of the
ROI to the projection, with the spectrum just spanning the 38 spectral channels.

In driving the evolution of the AFSSI-C instrument, measurements from the

detector are compared to what was presented to the system by the source to assess

system performance. As mentioned previously, the DMD geometry creates a tilted

object plane for the second arm of the AFSSI-C. The resulting keystone distortion

is in two axes, which results in a rotation of the image at the detector as well as

distortion. The AFSSI-C accounts for this distortion by using a mapping routine

which creates fiducial markers on the source; the mapping routine is included in

section C.2. The points are registered to the corresponding image on the detector

by using a Matlab routine which finds the centroids of the markers seen by the
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detector. A lookup table can then be written which maps detector pixels to the

source locations. Figure 6.9 illustrates the fiducial markers as placed on the source,

and as they appear on the detector. Figure 6.10 shows a target at the detector before

mapping back to the source coordinates and after the transform.

Figure 6.9: The process of mapping the detector to the source. Points are generated
on the source monitor (left), which appear as the right image at the detector. A
lookup table is generated from these markers which correlates detector pixels to
source pixels. Axes of a) are pixel locations at the monitor; axes of b) are the pixel
locations at the detector.
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Figure 6.10: An example of the image correction: a) USAF target at the detector,
and b) after mapping back to the source coordinates.

Alignment and focus of the system is an involved process, as this section il-

lustrates. In Chapter 8 the problems associated with the effect distortion has on

recombination of the spectral content of the source will be discussed. The incom-

plete spectral recombination at the second grating leads to some blur in the final

focus of the system. Figure 6.11 is an image of a USAF focus target used to focus

the detector after propagation through the system, showing the residual blur even

after alignment and focus of the instrument.
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Figure 6.11: The USAF target used to focus the system as it appears at the
detector after focusing is complete, showing residual blur.

6.2 Spectral Response and Intensity Mapping

Even with the system in alignment, there is vignetting and aberrations, causing

intensity variations in measurements across the ROI of the source. The system is

therefore calibrated for illumination and spectral response.

The spectral response calibration is performed periodically, especially if physical
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adjustments to the system have been made. This involves a process similar to the

one used to generate the spectrum of white points on the source for alignment of the

DMD mirror code discussed in section 6.1. First, a single spectrum from the library

is activated at every location on the source. Then a column of “on” mirrors is swept

across the DMD, with a measurement at the detector occurring for each column that

is turned on. The difference between this calibration and the alignment routine is

that here measurements are taken at every spatial location, instead of just at a set

of points on either side of the source ROI.

Each measurement of the intensity across the spatial scene, with a single system-

pixel-wide column of mirrors turned “on”, yields a measurement of the intensity at

a single spectral channel at each system pixel in a column as wide as the number of

spectral bins. Instead of explaining this action for all of the detector pixels which

see light from the source during a single measurement, when what is effectively a slit

at the DMD is turned on, it is instructive to start with the action at a single row of

system pixels and recognize that this same mechanism is repeated for every system

pixel in a column.

As was shown in the discussion of the system model in Chapter 3, a wavelength

shift of a spectral channel at a single spatial location at the source causes the light

from that location to fall instead on an adjacent spatial location at the DMD. Simi-

larly, a single spatial location at the DMD is reflecting the light of successive spectral

channels from each spatial location along a row, from the source, to the detector.

Therefore, when this single DMD system pixel is on and a measurement is made of

the intensity at each spatial location along the row of detector system pixels corre-

sponding to the light reflected from the source by that DMD location, what is being
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measured is the intensity at a single spectral channel from each spatial location of

that row. Figure 6.12 is an exaggerated illustration of this mechanism: three white

pixels along a row are shown on top, represented as the spectrum at each pixel. The

light from these three locations is incident upon the DMD where only a single sys-

tem pixel is on. This “on” pixel then passes only individual spectral channels from

each location as shown by the integration at a single channel at each of the three

pixels at the detector. In the spectral response calibration, the process of turning

on one location at the DMD is repeated for each DMD system pixel in a row. At

each measurement the intensity at one spectral channel is being recorded for every

location in that row with light in the bandwidth of the instrument, i.e. 38 locations

corresponding to the 38 spectral channels the system resolves. When this process is

repeated by sweeping the pixel set to “on”, down the entire row of the DMD ROI, the

measurements from the detector can be compiled to reproduce the complete spec-

trum at every spatial location from the corresponding row of system pixels at the

source. To further illustrate the mechanism by which the spectrum can be recreated,

Figure 6.13 is the detector output, after the source mapping transform discussed in

the last section, for a single measurement during the spectral response calibration.
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Figure 6.12: In this exaggerated illustration three white pixels, colored to show the
intensity distribution across the spectral channels, are imaged at the DMD which has
a single system pixel turned on for that row. The dashed line on the three pixels on
the detector (bottom) illustrates the spectrum of the three pixels at the source, with
the solid section representing the light from the single spectral channel (now colored
black representing the detector’s insensitivity to color) being measured. When this
process is repeated, the spectrum at each spatial location can be reproduced.
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Figure 6.13: The detector output, after being mapped back to source-space, for
a single measurement during spectral response calibration. There is a single system
pixel wide column of mirrors set to ’on’ at the DMD, and every location at the source
is set to white. The intensity at the different peaks in the white spectrum can be
seen at the different locations along each row.

There is no coupling of the spatial and spectral information in the vertical direc-

tion at the DMD—the non-dispersion direction—and so the light passed by neigh-

boring mirror locations in the vertical direction does not affect the measurement

of the vertical neighbors from the source. Therefore, this process of measuring the

complete spectrum can be expanded by instead turning on an entire column of mir-

rors. This then yields measurements at individual spectral channels for every spatial

location with light hitting that column, essentially a wide swath of spatial locations,

38 system pixels wide and the entire vertical extend of the detector ROI. Because

the spectral bandwidth of the system translates into light from 38 spatial locations
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being measured for a single column of mirrors, and there are 64 columns of system

pixels in the ROI of the detector, two vertical strips of mirrors can be swept across

the DMD to speed the process of capturing the spectrum for every location at the

source. As the Matlab code in section C.3 shows, the two columns at the DMD are

separated by 50 spatial locations to safely separate the projections from each strip

at the detector.

From this information, a datacube consisting of the spectral response at each spa-

tial location for the spectrum being examined is compiled. This process is repeated

for each of the three LED colors at the source, and again for white (all LEDs on).

This spectral response information is then used to adjust the spectral library at each

spatial location to account for deviations in the response of the system. Figure 6.14

is a plot of the mean spectral response for white at each of the 4096 spatial locations,

with error bars indicating the standard deviation of the response across the ROI for

each spectral bin.
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Figure 6.14: The normalized spectral response of white, i.e., with all of the source
LEDs on at full intensity, and the standard deviation of this spectrum across the
spatial extent of the AFSSI-C measured scene as error bars.

Before each experiment an intensity map is found by turning the entire DMD on

and measuring the intensity at each spatial location for maximum source spectral

output (the source turned to white at full intensity). During an experiment each

measurement is normalized by this intensity map, while the spectral library at each

location is normalized by the integration of the white spectrum (which has the sys-

tem spectral response information folded into it), allowing the classification decisions

to be made. By taking this flat field measurement at the beginning of an experiment

the system can accommodate for any spatial variation in the system illumination

response.
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6.3 System Noise and Pixel Trimming

A final piece in the calibration of the AFSSI-C is the determination of the extent of

the model mismatch as it manifests as what will be referred to as “system noise”. As

will be shown later, the accuracy of the AFSSI-C system is tested at many levels of

noise. Most of this noise is injected into the detector measurement, but for accurate

comparison to simulation (which is naturally devoid of system noise), I needed to

know how much system noise existed in the instrument to be able to add the correct

amount to the measurements for fair comparison to simulations.

To determine the system noise, code was written which put random spectra from

the 4-class library on the monitor, and which also generated a random mirror pattern

at the DMD. The pattern at the source and the DMD pattern were recorded, and

a measurement from the detector was then compared to what the intensity at each

spatial location should have been by calculating the inner product of the feature

from the random DMD pattern and the spectrum at each location on the source.

Each measurement event gave 4096 measurements (i.e., 642 spatial locations) of the

difference between the expected value and the measured value of the intensity at

the detector. By repeating this process it was possible to get a distribution for the

system. The distribution was roughly bell-shaped, and so assumed Gaussian; taking

the standard deviation gave the system noise.

Early experiments involved running through classification tasks for a chosen value

of the standard deviation for the noise model. By repeating the classification experi-

ments without adding noise to the measurements, and changing the standard devia-

tion of the noise model (shown in Chapter 5), a value for the noise model was chosen
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which resulted in the most accurate classification estimates. When the standard

deviation of the system noise was determined from the random source and random

DMD pattern experiments just outlined, it was found to have the same value as the

number used in the noise model found by investigating the value that yielded the

most accurate classification estimates.

Though not a calibration or alignment procedure per se, pixel trimming at the

detector is implemented to reduce system cross-talk (discussed further in section 8.2)

and improve measurement accuracy. As was shown in Chapter 5, system pixels are

used at each pixelated component which are made up of groups of the individual

physical pixels. After a measurement at the detector has been mapped back to the

source spatial locations as discussed in section 6.1, each spatial location system pixel

is composed of 16×16 physical pixels. Any blur at the detector will have higher in-

tensity at the near edge of the surrounding system pixels, and as will be discussed in

Chapter 8 this blur is more prevalent in the along-dispersion (i.e. horizontal) direc-

tion. Figure 6.15 is an illustration of the blur from a single pixel affecting neighboring

locations, modeled as a two dimensional Gaussian distribution. To reduce the energy

from adjacent pixels, or cross-talk, trimming takes place in which only the informa-

tion from the center 4×10 pixels is used, i.e., 6 pixels are trimmed on each side of

the system pixel and 3 from the top and bottom.
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Figure 6.15: An illustration of the assumed blur model of the system. The grid
represents spatial locations, with a single point at the source. The blur is modeled
as a 2D Gaussian, which is wider in the direction of dispersion.

With the system aligned and calibrated, the system can be tested for classification

accuracy. The next chapter gives the results for classification challenged with a 4

class library, and comparison to simulations of traditional spectral imaging systems.

From these comparisons claims can be made about the classification performance of

the AFSSI-C system compared to traditional spectral imagers which are in operation

today.
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7

Experiment

7.1 Experiment Motivation and Technique

The goal of the AFSSI-C effort was to design and build a system that would yield

direct classification and outperform traditional spectral imaging systems in classifi-

cation accuracy. Lacking traditional spectral imaging systems for direct comparison

experiments, simulations of these legacy systems were developed. Concurrently, the

AFSSI-C forward model was implemented in a system simulation, and the exper-

imental system (Figure 7.1) was pushed to correspond to the performance of the

AFSSI-C simulation. Once there was good agreement between the AFSSI-C experi-

mental results and the results from simulation, it was then possible to juxtapose the

simulation of the AFSSI-C with the simulations of the traditional systems and be

confident in the results of the comparison.

To be convinced in the experimental corroboration of the simulation results, there

needed to be agreement for different levels of classification difficulty. To this end, the
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Figure 7.1: Photograph of the experimental system. The detector is high on the
left; the DMD is in the background. The entrance optic is on a linear stage in the
foreground

experimental measurements were corrupted in software with white Gaussian noise,

which allowed for the manipulation of the difficulty of classification. The experimen-

tal results reported in this section are for a 4-class problem, with an input spectral

datacube of 64 x 64 spatial pixels and 38 spectral channels.

Classification difficulty is quantified as the task Signal-to-Noise ratio—TSNR—

which considers the separation distance between hypotheses spectra relative to the

noise in the system. TSNR is defined as the ratio of the minimum separation between

the spectra in the reference library to the standard deviation of the system noise in

decibels [21]. If white Gaussian noise with standard deviation σn is assumed as

a reasonable estimate of noise, and the minimum Euclidean distance between the

hypotheses in the spectral library dmin is used as a measure of the separation, the
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TSNR is then given by the expression:

TSNR = 10 log10

(
dmin
σn

)
. (7.1)

The standard definition for the Euclidian distance is used, i.e.,

dmin = min


√√√√ C∑

c=1

(sr1,c − sr2,c)
2

 , (7.2)

for each pair of spectrum s and spectral channel c, with a total of C channels.

Using this definition for TSNR, a value of 0 dB TSNR does not indicate there is

no noise in the system, but rather that the noise is equal to the minimum separation

between the library elements. Figure 7.2 illustrates the magnitude of noise at three

levels of TSNR by showing sample library spectra with a noisy measurement (in

black). In the first panel showing a measurement with 10 dB TSNR, it is possible

to estimate the measurement as being the 3rd spectrum in the sample library. At -6

dB TSNR it is impossible to tell which spectrum is being measured.
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Figure 7.2: A noisy measurement in black compared to three sample spectra.
At 10 dB TSRN (far left) it is possible to tell that it is the 3rd spectrum being
measured. The black spectrum in the center frame has noise equivalent to 0 dB
TSNR classification difficulty, and it is very difficult to tell which spectrum was
measured. By -6 dB TSNR (far right) the noise completely swamps the signal.

In simulation, the noise added to the simulated measurement is of a magnitude

derived from the desired TSNR and the minimum pairwise Euclidean distance be-

tween library elements. However, during an experiment, there are intrinsic system

non-idealities and model mismatch that lead to a noise floor that had to be accounted

for before any noise was added. It is assumed that this model mismatch, or “system

noise” as it is referred to here, can be measured through the Monte Carlo pixel-level

spectral prediction experiments discussed previously in section 6.3. (To recapitulate

the discussion in section 6.3, these experiments generated random displays of spectra

with random mirror patterns generated and implemented on the DMD; the deviation

between the measured and predicted results were considered to be the “system noise”

from model mismatch.) Noise was added to the experimental measurements on top

of this noise floor to adjust the TSNR. The noise added for each level of TSNR was
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calculated as

σadded =

√(
dmin

10(TSNR
10 )

)2

− σ2
sys, (7.3)

where σsys is the intrinsic system noise calculated from the experiments mentioned

above and discussed in section 6.3. After the noise is added to the detector measure-

ments, the total noise is the square root of the sum of the squares of the noise:

σtotal =
√
σ2
added + σ2

sys,

as the two terms are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables.

The features calculated from the feature design framework discussed in Chapter 4

cannot be implemented directly from the calculated first principal component. The

features must be modified because of the fact that the DMD implements binary

valued mirror patterns, while the first eigenvector of Q̃(k) has grayscale values,

containing both positive and negative elements. This first PC vector is modified

by applying a threshold such that positive values become a 1 and negative values

become -1 to get as close to the direction of the eigenvector as possible without the

use of grayscale vector elements. These bipolar values still can not be implemented

directly, and so a bipolar measurement scheme is used. The first of two detector

measurements uses the 1 values in the bipolar feature vector as mirror ‘on’ (pointing

to the rest of the system) and the -1 values as ‘off’ (to the beam dump), with the

second detector measurement occurring after a reverse in this mirror pattern. The

final measurement result used to decide a classification estimate is the difference

between the bipolar measurements.
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of the grayscale feature for every row, shown in the left
frame, being converted for a bipolar measurement. The center frame shows the
mirror pattern for the positive measurement, taken by enforcing a threshold on the
grayscale pattern which converts negative values to zero and positive values to one.
The mirror pattern for the negative measurement, shown in the right frame, is the
compliment of the positive measurement.

The AFSSI-C simulation, which was compared to the experimental results as well

as the simulations of the traditional systems, used the spectral response data from the

experimental system calibration to improve the system forward model. The source

spectral datacube was simulated using this system response information by taking

the same scene used on the monitor for the experimental response and loading in

spectra from the calibration. The calibration and the spectral response information

it yields was discussed in section 6.2. For the results to follow in this chapter, the

simulation was challenged with the same 4-class library as the experiment; Chapter 8

discusses the simulation and experimental results when the AFSSI-C was challenged

with larger spectral libraries.

The traditional system simulation is based on the scanning action of each of

the three traditional systems considered, with the assumption that every element of

the spectral datacube has been measured in the equivalent AFSSI-C measurement
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duration. Without constructing an unrealistic equivalent of a bipolar measurement,

the simulation is instead designed to implement an equivalent system noise reduction

that mimics the effect of a double exposure. At any given measurement duration,

the signal intensity for each element in the spectral datacube is reduced by the

equivalent scanning mechanism, e.g., to compare the traditional response to the

AFSSI-C having taken three measurements, the spectral datacube signal elements

are multiplied by three and then divided by the number of equivalent measurements

each of three traditional systems must take to complete the measurement of every

element of the source spectral datacube. This simulation architecture is designed to

consider the input of the traditional system to be identical to the AFSSI-C, with the

same detector characteristics.

What is compared between the AFSSI-C simulations and the traditional system

simulations is the classification error rate. Spectral classification in the traditional

system simulation is made by finding the classification hypothesis with the least

Euclidean distance to the measurement. Since the output from a traditional system is

the reconstruction of the spectrum at each spatial location, the classification involves

comparing the full spectrum vectors. This is in contrast to the comparison of the

integration of the encoded spectrum projections, as is the case in the classification

estimate machinery of the AFSSI-C system.

The synthetic source datacube used for the experiment was generated by first

posterizing an image to the number of classes. This posterization reduces the number

of tone levels in an image to match the number of classes in the experiment. Finally

the appropriate spectrum at each location was generated by assigning intensities to

the RGB monitor LEDs according to the posterization levels. Figure 7.4 illustrates
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the posterization process. The result is a dynamic yet repeatable source spectral

datacube that can be compared to the measurements for system analytics. The

experiment and simulations in this chapter were tested with a 4-class library, and so

posterization reduces the source image to 4 levels. The posterized image used as the

source in all of the 4-class results that follow, which was based on the University of

Arizona design mark, is shown in Figure 7.5 with the nominal 4-class spectral library.

Figure 7.4: Left: the original image to be used for spatial distribution of the
spectrum for the source spectral datacube. Center: source image is converted to
the spatial dimensions needed for the experiment (in this case 64 × 64). Right: the
image is posterized to the number of spectral library elements (in this example 10).
Each spatial location then gets a library spectrum based on the posterization level:
posterization level 1 gets the first spectrum in the library, level 2 the second, etc.
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Figure 7.5: The posterized image with the nominal spectral library used as the
source for the 4-class experiments and simulations.

7.2 System Simulation Experimental Comparison

Figure 7.6 shows the comparison between the AFSSI-C system experiment results

and the simulated values as plots of accuracy versus measurement. The simulated

and experimental data are the average of multiple runs, i.e., 30 simulations and 10

experiments, for each of the four TSNR values representing octaves of classification

difficulty (0, -3, -6, and -9 dB TSNR).
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the AFSSI-C experimental system results to the sim-
ulation results for multiple TSNR levels by plotting the classification error versus
measurement. Shown are repeated experiments of a 64 × 64 × 38 spectral datacube
and a 4-class library. An image of the source datacube and the spectra in the library
are included in the supplementary material.

Figure 7.6 shows good agreement between the simulated and measured classifi-

cation accuracy. This agreement allows for the performance of the AFSSI-C, via

simulation, to be compared with simulations of traditional systems with confidence

that simulation reasonably portrays the experimental system capability. It is then

possible to assess and make claims about the gain in performance over these tradi-

tional scanning systems.

Figure 7.7 illustrates the output of the first five measurements from an exper-
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iment and a simulation, for three levels of TSNR. The data shown is taken from

single experimental and simulation runs used in the compiled data that generated

Figure 7.6. For each level of TSNR, the top row is the experimental measurement,

the middle row is the experimental classification map, and the bottom row is the

simulated classification map. The classification estimates result in the assignment of

an index corresponding to the spectral library element at each spatial location in the

classification map. The result looks like the posterized image used for the source if

the classification is correct, while misclassified pixels result in a posterization index

that does not match the source index. For instance, for a 4-class library the source

image is posterized to 4 levels, with each level corresponding to a number between 1

and 4. A correct classification of a pixel, which had the spectrum for index 3 loaded

into the source, will have the index 3 at that spatial location in the classification map

(shown as a color associated with that index). From Figure 7.7 it can be seen that as

the experiment progresses and the features evolve, the measurement bears little re-

semblance to the source (Figure 7.5 for reference) which is typical for computational

spectral imaging systems. Also, the classification estimates at each measurement are

very similar between the experimental and simulated results.
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Figure 7.7: What is shown is the experimental measurement, the experimental
classification, and the simulation classification for three levels of TSNR. At each
TSNR: Top: measurement; Middle: experiment; Bottom: simulation.
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Figure 7.8 is a comparison of the AFSSI-C to traditional scanning spectral imag-

ing systems. It also compares different feature design modalities. To test feature

designs, the joint-pPCA designed features are compared to random ones. The tra-

ditional systems that were investigated as simulations were the pushbroom, whiskb-

room, and tunable filter spectral imaging systems. The performance of the simu-

lated traditional systems follows intuition: the less scanning needed by the system

to recreate the spectral datacube, the better the accuracy of classification when the

time allowed for measuring each element of the spectral datacube is the same due

to higher SNR. Thus, as a whiskbroom system has to sweep over all 4096 spatial

locations to measure every spectral element, the pushbroom system measures all of

the spectral information in each of 64 rows, while the tunable filter system is only

scanning through 38 spectral channels. This explains the greater SNR and hence the

classification accuracy of the tunable filter improving most per measurement time,

with the whiskbroom system lagging, and the pushbroom system between the two.

The traditional system simulation dimensions match the experiment: 64 × 64 spatial

locations with 38 spectral channels, and the same 4-class spectral library.

Figure 7.8 illustrates a number of phenomenon that demonstrate the AFSSI-C

advantage over traditional systems. In particular, when comparing the AFSSI-C

system operating joint-pPCA designed features to traditional systems, classification

accuracy is improved by 250× compared to the accuracy of the traditional systems,

as shown by the classification accuracy at the 5th measurement. This enhanced per-

formance is attributed to the improved light utilization in the AFSSI-C design. It is

expected that there will be further improvement in classification accuracy for larger
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systems as the traditional systems become even more starved for light, having to

sweep through even larger spatial arrays. Figure 7.8 also demonstrates the benefit of

using joint-pPCA to design spectral features that discriminate between the possible

hypothesis spectra. Looking again at the 5th measurement, there is a 100× improve-

ment in accuracy when designing features for informing measurements compared

to when the features are randomly generated. In all, these simulated results indi-

cate that there is great potential for the AFSSI-C system to outperform traditional

systems in classification accuracy per measurement.

Figure 7.8: Simulation comparing the classification performance for different mea-
surements at TSNR = 0 for different systems: the AFSSI-C with designed features
(joint pPCA), the AFSSI-C with random features, the traditional pushbroom im-
ager, the traditional tunable filter imager, and the traditional whiskbroom imager.
The input is a 64 × 64 × 38 spectral datacube with a 4-class library.
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The results of this chapter show the AFSSI-C system has vastly superior clas-

sification accuracy to traditional spectral imaging systems, as shown by comparing

simulations corroborated by experimental results, for multiple levels of TSNR. As

well, it was shown that the joint-pPCA feature design yields much higher classi-

fication accuracy than when features are randomly generated. The next chapter

examines larger spectral libraries, and investigates an accuracy floor encountered

with these larger libraries.
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8

Application to Larger Classification Problems

The classification accuracy of the AFSSI-C was shown to be superior to the simula-

tions of the traditional systems by 250× in the last chapter. What was reported was

direct classification using a 4 class spectral library. Though there are applications

which require discrimination between only a few materials (e.g. [4, 41]), it is useful

to expand the capability of the AFSSI-C to accommodate larger spectral libraries

for a more robust ability to make spectral classification.

This chapter begins with an investigation into the performance of the AFSSI-C

system with larger spectral libraries, and in doing so it is found that the accuracy

of the experimental system is very similar to the simulated accuracy in the first

measurements. As measurements progress, however, a floor in the accuracy of the

experimental system becomes apparent. This accuracy floor does not appear in

simulation, indicating that there is a model mismatch in the experimental realization.

In section 8.2 the concept of cross-talk is introduced, as it relates to the AFSSI-C.
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It is then shown how cross-talk degrades classification accuracy, followed by system

simulations perturbed by cross-talk to capture a forward model that includes this

performance-degrading characteristic.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the source used for testing the AFSSI-C system per-

formance is an LED monitor upon which a posterized image is displayed with the

spectra loaded at each posterization level; spectral library elements are based on the

monitor RGB pixel intensities. For the larger library problems, the source requires a

more complex image—one that includes at least 26 intensity levels to accommodate

the spectral library. Figure 8.1 shows the source image used for the larger library

problems, which is posterized for the 7 and 26 class library experiments (shown in

grayscale), while Figure 8.2 shows the nominal spectral library for the 7 and 26-class

problems. The 7-class library is built from the 23 permutations (with repetition) of

the RGB pixels, minus the all-off [0, 0, 0] case. The 26 class library uses half-intensity

pixels as well—this library has 33 elements, also without inclusion of the [0, 0, 0] case.

Both libraries have 38 spectral channels per the system design (see the discussion in

Chapter 5).
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Figure 8.1: The 64 × 64 posterized sources used in the 7 class (left) and 26 class
(right) experiments

Figure 8.2: Plots of the nominal, normalized source spectral libraries for the 7 and
26-class challenges.
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For assessing system performance when being tested with these larger libraries,

the simulation of the AFSSI-C was given the same spectral libraries. Thus, unlike the

work reported in Chapter 7, the result is not tested against a simulation of traditional

spectral imaging systems. The input to the AFSSI-C simulation is the same 64× 64

source that is used to test the experimental system, with identical feature design and

classification decision framework.

8.1 7-Class, 26-Class Problems

What follows in this section are the experimental results of the AFSSI-C system

being tested with 7 and 26-class library problems, and the comparison to simulation.

All of the experimental and simulated data are averages from multiple runs: 10

experiments and 30 simulations.

The performance of the experiment with a 7 class library, plotted with the simu-

lation of the system, is shown in Figure 8.3. The experimental accuracy tracks well

with the simulation for the first measurements at the higher TSNR levels. In the case

of TSNR = 0 dB, the experimental classification error begins to level off after the

first 5 measurements, indicating a floor in the accuracy of the system. The results

at the lower TSNR levels of −6 and −9 dB are not affected by this accuracy floor

over the measurement duration plotted, and the accuracy of the experiment at these

TSNR values tracks well with the simulation results. The subject of section 8.2 is

the proposed sources of this limit in the AFSSI-C instrument performance.
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Figure 8.3: Comparison between simulation with a 7 class library and experimental
results. The classification accuracy follows simulation for the first few measurements
at the higher TSNR levels, then the experimental accuracy reaches a floor, with the
error leveling out at 0.5%.

As with the 7-class results, the high TSNR experiments track well with the sim-

ulation accuracy in the first few measurements, but there is also an accuracy floor

in the 26 class experiments, as shown in Fig. 8.4. By the 5th measurement the ex-

perimental values start to significantly deviate from the simulation in the TSNR=0

dB plot. The −6 and −9 dB TSNR experiments are similarly less affected over the

measurement duration analyzed, and exhibit accuracy that follows the simulation.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison between simulation with a 26 class library and experimen-
tal results. The experimental results indicate a performance ceiling, with the error
leveling out at 5%.

The experimental results of the AFSSI-C system when challenged with a 26-class

problem are similar to what is seen with the results of the 7-class experiments, though

there is an interesting behaviour that was not expected. The initial accuracy at all

TSNR values is better than the 7 class system. My hypothesis is that this is the

result of a larger X̃ matrix (see Chapter 4 for discussion on the X̃ matrix), due to

the larger library, giving greater granularity to the scatter matrix. The resulting

first principal component is then ‘pulled’ more by higher probability hypotheses.

Because of the larger library, the low probability elements will have a much smaller
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weighting factor than low probability elements of a smaller library. For example,

if there are two library elements in the 7-class problem with higher probabilities

and the rest have low probabilities, the elements with low probability will still have

a numerically higher probability than a similar situation with the larger libraries.

The numerical value of the probabilities becomes a weighting factor in the joint-

pPCA design scheme (see Chapter 4 for further discussion on joint-pPCA design),

thus allowing the low probability hypotheses to exert more influence on the resulting

eigenvector. This results in greater spectral discrimination and greater accuracy

early in the measurement progression in the 26-class problem. As the measurements

progress, the accuracy of the 26-class system trails the 7-class system as the system

tries to resolve between a larger number of hypothesis spectra. This behavior is

shown in Figure 8.5, which compares the 4, 7, and 26-class library challenges in

simulation.
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Figure 8.5: Simulation results for the 4, 7, and 26-class library problems showing
the improved accuracy with the 26-class library for the first measurements, and then
trailing as the system tries to resolve between a larger number of library elements
for spatial locations with spectral ambiguity.

One of the theories behind the performance ceiling is the presence of cross-talk

in the system. This is the subject of the next section.

8.2 Cross-Talk

Cross-talk, in the current context, is the bleeding of the signal from one spatial

location at the detector into an adjacent spatial location. Because of the complex

optical path of the AFSSI-C, there are a number of mechanisms which could be

responsible for cross-talk in the system.
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As was first introduced in section 5.1, the AFSSI-C system has keystone distortion

due to the Scheimpflug condition in the second half of the system, i.e., the DMD

plane presents a tilted object for the optics in the path beyond. The detector is

positioned to account for this tilted object plane, and the mapping scheme discussed

in Chapter 6 accommodates for the distortion that arises at the detector plane.

What is not accounted for in the experimental system is the presence of keystone

distortion at the second grating, which was designed and implemented to sit on

the optical axis at 1.5◦ (the designed angle of maximum transmittance in the first

optical mode of the grating). With lens systems, the position of the focal plane is well

established for a system with the Scheimpflug condition, i.e., tilted object planes [39].

It is less clear what the correct orientation should be for the second grating in the

AFSSI-C, which has been designed to reverse the dispersion of the spectral datacube

introduced by the first grating, which is in an optical sub-system not subject to the

Scheimpflug condition. One approach is to design the grating and grating position

to insure the rays traveling from the DMD are equidistant to the rays traveling to

the DMD from the first grating. This configuration would put the grating close to

being parallel to the DMD. Unfortunately the efficiency of the current grating falls

off quickly for angles outside of the 1.5◦ specification, which made it infeasible to

test this orientation with the current grating.

The cross-talk in the experimental system can be measured by setting a seed

system pixel on the source to white with maximum intensity, and measuring the

intensity at the adjacent (dark) spatial location at the detector, at every spectral

channel. The largest contribution to crosstalk is in the direction of dispersion, and

consists of part of the energy from the blue end of the analyzed spectrum. Looking
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at Figure 8.6, the average ratios of cross talk intensity to seed pixel intensity for an

experiment with 121 seed locations, we see the largest contribution is from cross talk

in the m−1 direction for [n × m] spatial locations, where the m direction is parallel

with the direction of dispersion—horizontal for the system. There is some cross talk

in the m + 1 and non-dispersion directions, which have red and green components

(spectral bins 1-28), but the contribution is not as significant as the cross talk in the

m− 1 direction.

Figure 8.6: Cross-talk average ratios to the seed pixel per spectral bin by position
around the seed pixel in an [n × m] array of spatial locations.
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What then are the effects of cross-talk? It is being proposed here as a mechanism

by which the accuracy of the experimental system reaches a floor. The next section

gives plausibility to this assertion.

8.3 Misclassification Due to Cross-Talk

Since cross-talk is the bleeding of energy from one pixel to adjacent locations, it is

reasonable predict that a system which ultimately measures intensity of projections,

i.e., the integration of the filtered spectrum at each spatial location, would be prone

to error. The energy being leaked in from adjacent spatial locations would create

a bias, such that even with the system designed to operate with plenty of noise,

this noise would be centered around a signal that can look like the projection of

the wrong library element. For example, Figure 8.7 is a plot from the cross-talk

experiments showing the average value of the source pixels for the 29th through 38th

spectral bins plotted as a line, alongside the sum of the average value (from the 111

seed points in the experiment) for the m− 1 direction cross-talk and the blue LED

half-intensity value needed to build the 26 class library (circles). What we see is that

the addition of the energy from cross-talk increases the energy of the half-intensity

LED to nearly the energy of the full-intensity blue, in a situation where a dimmer

blue spatial location is located near a brighter one. This is bound to yield a false

classification of the dim pixel.
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Figure 8.7: The average result for the blue spectral channels of the 121 seed pixels
in the cross-talk experiment, along with the average result of the m − 1 cross-talk
added to the half intensity blue response needed to build the 26 class library. This
shows that, due to cross-talk, a brighter pixel next to a dimmer pixel could cause
the classification of the dimmer pixel to be wrong.

With the argument that cross-talk could yield misclassification in the AFSSI-C

experiment, I incorporated a reasonable cross-talk model into simulation to see if the

degradation of the simulation matches the output of the experimental system. In

the section that follows, I introduce other potential sources for cross-talk, as well as

a model intended to capture these effects in simulation.
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8.4 Adding Cross-Talk to the Simulation

Ultimately it is expected that any deviations in ideal behavior in the AFSSI-C could

be addressed with calibration. Though the system is aligned and calibrated to max-

imize the performance, there are still a number of elements that may introduce

imperfect behavior. For instance, the calibration gives the spectral response of the

system at each spatial location, but this is the response when all the spatial locations

have the same spectral content. Consequently, the response includes cross-talk from

neighboring pixels with a certain spectrum, while actual operation involves sources

with spatial structure and the presence of all of the spectra in the spectral library

being tested. Concurrently, the intensity response is not flat across the detecting

region. Although an intensity map is measured and employed to try to mitigate the

effects of this uneven response, it is possible that the uneven intensity response is not

completely captured by the flat field measurements. Though great care is taken in

alignment, it is likely that the point spread function at the DMD results in cross-talk

at the DMD plane. Similarly, there is intra-mirror space where light is not controlled,

and is either lost or is reflected at unknown angles.

To capture these non-idealities in the forward model, including the cross-talk

mechanism proposed in section 8.2, I’ve added a 2D Gaussian blur to the simulation.

The blur kernel is an oval, with 0.48 pixel standard deviation in the direction of

dispersion (horizontal), and 0.35 pixel standard deviation vertically. These values

were chosen as those that came close to imitating the experimental performance in

simulation.

The result of this blur model degrading the performance of the AFSSI-C simula-
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tion is shown in Figure 8.8. The left panel gives the results of the 7 class problem,

where the performance of the simulation is significantly degraded, but does not ex-

hibit the accuracy floor seen in the experiment. The right panel, showing the 26

class problem results, exhibits an accuracy floor in both the 0 dB and -3 dB TSNR

cases, and tracks very well with the experiment for the much lower TSNR values at

-6 dB and -9 dB. The experimental results in this figure are identical to the previous

experimental results in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.

Figure 8.8: Simulation with the cross-talk blur model and experimental results for
the 7-class system (left) and the 26-class system (right). Addition of the cross-talk
blur model degrades the performance of the simulation significantly, and captures
the slope of the experimental results, but does not match the accuracy floor of the
experiment.

The blur model degrades the performance of the simulation significantly and

captures the slope of the experimental system, even though it does not imitate the

accuracy floor. The simulation does show an accuracy floor for the 26-class problem,

though it is significantly offset from the floor seen in the experiment. Moreover, it
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does not indicate an accuracy floor for the 7-class problem. Therefore, it is still not

clear if such a model captures the deviations from ideal which plague the system

and create the accuracy floor seen when the system is challenged with the larger

spectral libraries introduced in this chapter. Proposals for system modifications and

future generations of the AFSSI-C are set forth in the final chapter, along with the

summary of this dissertation, which has shown compelling evidence for the benefit

the AFSSI-C system could bring to the spectral imaging community.
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9

Summary and Discussion

9.1 Overview

This dissertation discusses the conception and construction of a system that yields

direct classification of a spatial scene. Though referred to as a “spectral imaging-

classifier,” it is unique from other spectral imagers in its function. A point stressed

throughout this dissertation is that this system avoids reconstruction of the spectral

datacube, which is its unique contribution as reconstruction has been (and still is)

the objective of spectral imaging systems and most modern computational imaging

systems. The result is an instrument that has been shown to have significantly

improved spectral classification performance, compared to the traditional spectral

imaging modalities of pushbroom, whiskbroom, and tunable filter.

In driving the system to operate with larger spectral libraries, an accuracy floor

was found. Though a number of mechanisms for this accuracy floor were proposed

in Chapter 8, with a scheme to measure what I referred to as cross-talk, the simula-
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tion fell short of showing the accuracy floor in both of the large library challenges.

Proposed system improvements to address cross-talk are given in section 9.3.

9.2 Dissertation Summary

The introduction to this dissertation describes the advantages of spectral imaging.

It introduces the core theme that classification is the motivation for the majority of

spectral imaging analyses, though spectral imaging and spectral classification have

remained separate fields of research and development. It also gives examples of why

measurement of every element of the spectral datacube can be very costly in terms

of time and data storage, making the argument for avoiding direct measurement of

every signal element.

Chapter 2, “Spectral Imaging: a Review,” gives a brief history of spectral imaging,

beginning with Newton’s “Opticks,” and progressing into space borne systems in the

1980’s. The chapter goes on to look at a number of modern computational spectral

imagers to illustrate the point that reconstruction of the spectral datacube is still

the result that modern systems strive to achieve, making the AFSSI-C unique in

producing direct classification instead of spectral reconstruction.

Chapter 3, “The AFSSI-C Architecture,” starts with the fundamental layout of

the system, moving into the mathematical model which gives the form of the source as

it is modified by its path through the system. The chapter includes two constricted

cases to illustrate the restriction that the AFSSI-C architecture places on feature

design.

Chapter 4, “Feature Design and Decision Framework,” dives into the machinery of

the AFSSI-C system. The Bayesian framework for the classification decision process
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and how it informs the feature design is given, with care taken to elucidate the

joint-pPCA feature design scheme.

Chapter 5, “Instrument Design and Construction,” is focused on the optical and

opto-mechanical design, and the construction of the AFSSI-C instrument. The mod-

eling of the optical layout is given first, followed by the transfer of the optical design

into computer-aided design software for devising the mechanical structure of the lens

and component holders. Finally it is shown how the construction took advantage of

a rapid prototyping machine. Key examples of design iteration are given, illustrating

how the understanding of the system and its configuration was expanded as nuances

and subtleties were discovered.

Chapter 6, “Calibration and Alignment,” discusses the procedures and methods

needed to tune the system for optimal performance. The techniques for positioning

the system’s multiple focal planes were discussed. The challenges of developing the

system to have the feedback needed to asses the classification accuracy were also

reported.

Chapter 7, “Experiment,” introduces the results of the system challenged with

a 4-class problem. The process of creating an accurate simulation, and pushing

the performance of the instrument to match the performance of the simulation was

discussed. The simulation of the AFSSI-C was then compared to simulations of tra-

ditional spectral imaging systems, specifically whiskbroom, pushbroom, and tunable

filter systems. The accuracy of the AFSSI-C was then shown to have 250× improved

accuracy at 0 dB TSNR compared to the traditional systems.

Chapter 8, “Application to Larger Classification Problems,” shows the results of

challenging the AFSSI-C with 7 and 26-class libraries. In the first few measurements
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the experimental system tracks well with simulation, but hits an accuracy floor for

high TSNR values. The chapter goes on to investigate the cause of this accuracy

floor. Simulations were included to not only imitate the effects of cross-talk, as

well as other nonidealities in the system, but also to replicate the performance of the

experiment as a way to investigate the model mismatch and inform future generations

of the AFSSI-C system.

9.3 Design and System Improvements

The AFSSI-C is a robust and powerful system with a solid architecture, but as was

shown in Chapter 8, there are nonidealities in the system which cause an accuracy

floor in the experiment. The fact that the accuracy floor does not appear in simula-

tion (not including the simulation degraded by cross-talk introduced in section 8.4)

suggests that the model is robust. One suggestion for this accuracy floor, put forth

in section 8.2, is the improper design and positioning of the second grating. To miti-

gate the effects of incomplete spectral recombination by the second grating, the next

generation would benefit from a grating designed to accommodate the tilted object

presented by the DMD plane to the second arm of the system. The effect cannot be

referred to as keystone distortion per se, simply because the second grating is not

at an image plane, but rather an associated phenomena. I propose that the correct

position of the grating is parallel to the DMD vertically, that is to say positioned

normal to the optical table, and offset from parallel to the DMD horizontally by 1.5◦.

This would require that the grating be designed to have maximum throughput for

the incident light at 18◦. These calculations are based solely on assuring equal opti-

cal path length between the first grating and the DMD, and the DMD to the second
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grating. Though the optical model did poorly at predicting the keystone distortion,

it may be possible to use merit functions (see section 5.1 for further discussion on the

optical modeling software used to create the optical design of the AFSSI-C) to force

the second grating into a position which equalizes the optical path lengths. There

may also be a better orientation of the third lens in the system—the lens which col-

limates the light after the DMD—which takes into account the consequence of the

reflections from the DMD.

During the writing of this dissertation, a second generation of AFSSI-C using

a transmissive liquid crystal (LC) spatial light modulator (SLM) has been planned.

The work is being done in the LENS lab at Duke university—the current incarnation

of the group started at the University of Arizona. Though the system is in the optical

design phase (at the time of writing this dissertation), it is likely that using an LC

SLM instead of the DMD will eliminate the spectral mismatch at the second grating,

and yield a more robust system. Instead of mirrors either allowing the light to

continue to the detector or attenuating it by sending it to a beam dump as with

the DMD, encoding consists of amplitude modulation of the light being transmitted

through the SLM. One drawback with using the LC SLM is that while it has good

resolution, 1024 × 768 pixels, it has a long pixel pitch for the size of the pixel,

resulting in a relatively low fill factor. The pitch of the LC SLM is 36 µm while the

pixel dimension is under 20 µm, yielding a fill factor of 55%. Another issue arises

from the fact that amplitude modulation is done by polarization. As a consequence,

light going to the SLM must be linearly polarized which rejects all of the light not in

the plane of the polarizer. These drawbacks may be an insignificant price to pay for

a system with reduced cross-talk through improved spectral recombination by the
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second grating.

Though not undertaken as part of the research reported in this dissertation, there

is opportunity to improve the feature design algorithms. While joint-pPCA has been

shown here as a very capable feature design scheme, it is not likely to be the optimal

approach for informing subsequent measurements. Feature design algorithms based

on current understanding of information theory [42] would likely yield improvement

over joint-pPCA in terms of classification accuracy when implemented in the AFSSI-

C system.

Finally, any subsequent generation of the AFSSI-C will need to be made from

more robust materials after a prototype confirms performance. The plastic that the

rapid prototyper produces is not very thermally stable, and changes in tempera-

ture causes expansion and contraction in the material. This change in dimension is

minute, but enough to cause slight shifts in the lens and component mounts, which

can be detected by a shift in the position of the projection of the AFSSI-C source

on the DMD. These shifts could also contribute to changes in system performance,

though no mechanism for correlating thermal instability in the mechanical structure

of the AFSSI-C to the classification accuracy has been established for the work done

to produce this dissertation.

9.4 Future Outlook

The outlook for the development of the AFSSI-C into a field-ready system is good.

The architecture and system model are robust, and overcoming the accuracy floor

discovered while working on larger library challenges is certainly not an insurmount-

able task. It will be quite interesting to see if similar research into direct classification
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is undertaken elsewhere, as this approach is an intuitive extension to the incredible

work being done in both computational spectral imaging, as well as spectral clas-

sification. As a final note of interest, I may have an opportunity to continue this

research in industry, though the future remains to be seen. . .
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Appendix A

Matrix representations of joint-pPCA

The matrix representation of joint-pPCA starts with the single-pixel case used in

Equation 4.8.

Q(k) =
R∑

r =1

P (hr|{m}k) (sr − s̄) (sr − s̄)T

= X(k) XT (k). (A.1)

Here X(k) is the matrix of weighted spectral elements, where the row index i is from

1 to the number of spectral channels C, with columns j from 1 to R:

Xij(k) =
√

P (hj|{m}k) (sij − s̄i) , (A.2)

and s̄ is the probabilistically-weighted sum of the spectral library:
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s̄ =
R∑

r =1

P (hr|{m}k) sr. (A.3)

This result can now be extended to multiple spatial locations. To do this, it is

helpful to define a column vector of XT (k) that encompasses a single spectral channel

across all of the R library elements (this is more compact than trying to write the

row vector for X(k)). A source row location index l is also introduced, with L total

row locations (this would be 64 for a 64 × 64 source), and a DMD row location index

ζ with Z total DMD row locations (recognizing that the image at the DMD has been

dispersed by the first grating, so there are L+C−1 total DMD row locations, which

is 101 for a 64 × 64 spatial location by 38 spectral channel source). For example,

the first spectral channel contribution of the XT (k) matrix for spatial position l = 1

and ζ = 1 is a vector denoted as x(k)1,1:

x(k)l=1,ζ=1 =


XT (k)1,1
XT (k)2,1
XT (k)3,1

...
XT (k)R,1

 =



√
P (h1|{m}k) (s1,1 − s̄1)√
P (h2|{m}k) (s1,2 − s̄1)√
P (h3|{m}k) (s1,3 − s̄1)

...√
P (hR|{m}k) (s1,R − s̄1)

 (A.4)

Defining this column vector x(k)lζ now allows the formation of the larger matrix

X̃(k) which encompasses the individual X(k) matrices at every spatial location along

a row at the source. The column vector x(k)lζ aids in writing out the full matrix

form of X̃(k). Without it, the matrix would consist of a block structure with each

block being the full Xij(k) matrix, offset vertically by the full height of the block,

but offset horizontally by only a single spectral channel (this is graphically depicted
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in Figure 4.2). By using the column vector x(k)lζ we can instead write X̃(k) as:
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X̃(k) =


x(k)1,1 x(k)1,2 · · · x(k)1,C 0 · · · · · · · · · 0

0 x(k)2,2 x(k)2,3 · · · x(k)2,C+1 0 · · · · · · 0
0 · · · x(k)l,l x(k)l,l+1 · · · x(k)l,l+C−1 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · · · · 0 x(k)L,L x(k)L,L+1 · · · · · · x(k)L,L+C−1
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There are now L+C spectral channels in the DMD row. These are superpositions

of the spectral channels from each source row element, offset by a spectral channel.

To recover the contribution from an individual location, the row spectral channel is

the row location plus the location spectral channel, i.e., x(k)l,l+5 is the lth spatial

location contribution to the row’s l+5 spectral channel. It is the 5th spectral channel

contribution from that spatial location. Finally, the joint-pPCA scatter matrix is

then:

Q̃(k) =
R̃∑
r̃=1

(
x̃r̃(k)− ¯̃x(k)

) (
x̃r̃(k)− ¯̃x(k)

)T
(A.5)

Here ¯̃x is the column-wise mean of the matrix X̃. This is the result given as Equation

4.11 in the main text.
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Appendix B

AFSSI-C Lens Data and Models

A summary of the design component spacing, the lens part numbers, and lens infor-

mation is given in table B.3.

Table B.1: AFSSI-C Lenses

AFSSI-C Lens # Part# Diameter Focal Length Dist to next(mm)

1 49291 50mm 75.0mm 10.8
Grating 1 105.9

2 47643 25mm 150.0mm 131.8
DMD 145.7

3 47643 25mm 150.0mm 145.5
Grating 2 19.4

4 47643 25mm 150.0mm 12.7
Detector
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Table B.2: Lens Spreadsheet from Zemax

# Type Comment Curvature Thickness Glass Semi-Diameter

0 STANDARD 64.486 1.952
1 STANDARD 0.00323 4.5 N-SF10 25.000
2 STANDARD 0.03050 20 N-BAF10 25.000
3 STANDARD Edmunds 49291 -0.01928 10.075 25.000
4 COORDBRK Tilt about X 1.505
5 STANDARD 1 B270 6.343
6 DGRATING Grating 1 6.350

0.1066 Lines/um Order = -1
7 STANDARD 1 B270 6.351
8 STANDARD 6.372
9 COORDBRK Tilt about X 1.505 105.947
10 STANDARD Edmund 47643 0.01094 5.7 N-BK7 12.500
11 STANDARD -0.01510 2.2 N-SF5 12.500
12 STANDARD -0.00506 131.777 12.500
13 STANDARD Plane before DMD 10.000
14 STANDARD 1 BK7 9.731
15 COORDBRK Element Tilt
16 USERSURF DMD MIRROR 2.431

1920 in X 1080 in Y X 20.736 Y 11.664
Angle 1 = 12 Angle 2 = -12 Tilt -45

17 COORDBRK Element Tilt 17.475 16.7147
18 STANDARD -1 BK7 4.588
19 STANDARD Plane after DMD -145.665 10.000
20 STANDARD -0.00506 -2.2 N-SF5 12.500
21 STANDARD -0.01510 -5.7 N-BK7 12.500
22 STANDARD Edmund 47643 0.01094 -145.473 12.500
23 STANDARD 7.553
24 COORDBRK Tilt X -1.505 Tilt Z -5.271
25 STANDARD -1 B270 6.495
26 DGRATING Grating 2 6.350

0.0998 Lines/um Order = -1
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Table B.3: Lens Spreadsheet from Zemax continued

# Type Comment Curvature Thickness Glass Semi-Diameter

27 STANDARD -1 B270 6.486
28 STANDARD 7.594
29 COORDBRK Tilt X -1.505 -19.436 0.000
30 STANDARD 8.047
31 STANDARD Edmund 47643 -0.01094 -5.7 N-BK7 12.500
32 STANDARD 0.01510 -2.2 N-SF5 12.500
33 STANDARD 0.00506 -133.392 12.500
34 STANDARD Window -1 BK7 4.140
35 STANDARD Detector fl -12.672 4.121
36 STANDARD -0.075 BK7 3.789
37 STANDARD -0.075 3.793
38 TILTSURF Detector Tilt X -0.1462 Tilt Y 0.3566 3.875
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Appendix C

Control Code Examples

This Appendix contains the core routine which runs the AFSSI-C system to generate

source spectra and make classification estimates based on a given spectral library,

as well as other pieces of interesting code used in the control, diagnosis, and cali-

bration of the AFSSI-C instrument. In total there are thousands of lines of code.

Consequently, what is given here is not a complete reproduction of the code, but

pieces which lend to the story of the construction, simulation, and operation of the

AFSSI-C, as told by this dissertation.

C.1 Main Control Code

function varargout = Full_Experiment(varargin)

for MultiRun = 1:15
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% command which determines how many full experiments

will be executed

close all

clear all

[AFSSIC] = AFSSIC_Struct;

% command which loads the configuration of the

experiment into structure AFSSIC

AFSSIC.SysPixTSNR = ’off’;

% turn on system pixel level noise

AFSSIC.codetype = ’PCAROW’ ;

%’RANDOM’ for random ’PCAROW’ for PCA;

changes the feature design

AFSSIC.Trim = ’on’;

% ’on’ or ’off’ - trimming at the detector

to reduce cross talk and blur

AFSSIC.TimeStamp = AFSSIC.timestamp;

% uses the current time to make the
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saved file unique

TSNR = [0, -3, -6, -9]; % Sets TSNR values

for the experiments

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% loop which starts experiments at the different TSNR%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for TSNRloop = 1:length(TSNR);

s = zeros(1080,1920);

% sets the mirror pattern to all on

UpdateDMD_Labview_v2(s)

% calls the semaphore which gives the mirror pattern

to a LabView routine, which implements the pattern

in (s) on the DMD

Mon2DetTRAIN(AFSSIC)

% routine which maps the detector to the monitor

FindVLimsTOP_ONLYV2(AFSSIC)

% routine which finds the vertical extent of the

image at the DMD, run at every iteration in case of drift
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AFSSIC.Counter = 1; % simply keeps track of measurement

% run spatial calibration

[AFSSIC, s] = labview_matlab_2_0_1(AFSSIC);

% This initialization routine sets up border trimming at

the detector, used to reduce cross-talk (explained in

Chapter 8). This routine also creates the DMD mirror

pattern for the intensity map.

%send to dmd

[msg_sent] = send_pic_to_DMD_through_labview_v2(s);

% send pattern to DMD

%wait for dmd to reply

[got_msg] = WaitForDMDLabViewConfirm_v2;

% Gives feedback that the semaphore is working and

that the DMD pattern has been written

%

%intensity calibration
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[AFSSIC, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_0_2(AFSSIC);

% This initialization routine creates an intensity map,

which is explained in Chapter 6.

% run script to put object on monitor

and get initial code

[AFSSIC, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_0_3(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% initialization routine which puts the

source spectra on the monitor

figure(1111), imagesc(AFSSIC.ref_img)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% start an experiment with the number of %%%

%% measuremenst found in the structure file %%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for loopcount = 1:AFSSIC.num_of_meas

AFSSIC.loopcount = loopcount;

% apply positive dmd code (also starts counter)

[AFSSIC, s, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_1_0(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% applies the positive DMD code of the bimodal measurement
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%send to dmd

[msg_sent] = send_pic_to_DMD_through_labview_v2(s);

% semaphore to write to the DMD

%wait for dmd to reply

[got_msg] = WaitForDMDLabViewConfirm_v2;

% feedback to confirm DMD has been written

% run script that does positive projection measurement

[AFSSIC, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_1_1(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% Makes the positive projection of the bimodal measurement

% apply negative DMD code

[AFSSIC, ImPlot, s] = labview_matlab_2_1_2(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% applies the negative DMD code of the bimodal measurement

%send to dmd

[msg_sent] = send_pic_to_DMD_through_labview_v2(s);

% semaphore to write to the DMD

%wait for dmd to reply
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[got_msg] = WaitForDMDLabViewConfirm_v2;

% feedback to confirm DMD has been written

% run script that does neg proj measurement

[AFSSIC, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_1_3(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% Makes the negative projection of the bimodal measurement

% run script that calculates classification

[AFSSIC, ImPlot] = labview_matlab_2_1_4(AFSSIC, ImPlot);

% an extensive subroutine that combines the bimodal

measurements, calculates the class probability estimates,

and calls the routine for joint-pPCA to generate the

features for the next measurement. This routine also

saves the data from the measurement to a file unique to

the experiment with the date stamp in the name.

AFSSIC.Counter = AFSSIC.Counter + 1;

%%%%% plot classification error and give some feedback

%%%%% of the system performance to the user
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figure(1002), plot(ImPlot.fig4)

title(sprintf(’Error, TSNR = %d, Added Noise = %d’,...

TSNR(TSNRloop), AFSSIC.AWGN))

end % The end of the measurement loop

end % End of the repeat TSNR experiment loop

end % End of the loop which repeats the experiment over every TSNR

closescreen % This command releases the spectrum put

on the monitor for the experiment

fullscreen(zeros(1080, 1920), 2);

% This command puts a black screen up on the source monitor

to avoid burn-in of the monitor over time.

C.2 Detector to Monitor Mapping

The following code initiates the fiducial markers at the monitor, which are then read

at the detector. The code takes as its input the structure file AFSSIC, and writes

the lookup table back into AFSSIC for use in the rest of the routines that rely on

measurements to be compared to the source.

function [] = Mon2DetTRAIN(AFSSIC)
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% This value squared is the number of points that

% will be displayed on the monitor

% For example if AFSSIC.PointNum = 15,

% then we will display a 15 x 15 grid

% of dots

DotNumIn = AFSSIC.PointNum;

% organize the results of the centroid for XY pairs, build transform

% the list of dot centers on the monitor

% MonDotArray is a 1080x1920 image of a grid of

% white dots shown on the monitor

% MonDotList is a lookup table of the locations of the points

[MonDotArray, MonDotLis] = GenMonArray (AFSSIC);

% Subroutine which generates the array of points and the list

% of the locations

%%%%%%%%%%%% Take image %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

closescreen;

% This removes whatever is on the screen
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fullscreen(MonDotArray, 2);

% Puts the array of dots onto the source monitor

DOTS = CameraDemoTRAIN(5, det_bin, AFSSIC);

% take an image with the camera, 5 second exposure

%%%%%%%%%%%% Take dark image %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

closescreen; % Remove the dots

fullscreen(zeros(1080, 1920), 2);

% Makes sure the screen is dark

DOTSDark = CameraDemoTRAIN(5, det_bin, AFSSIC);

% take an image with the camera, 5 second exposure

%% Subtract Dark Image from the original image %%%%

DOTSSubtracted = DOTS - DOTSDark;

% Subtracts the dark image, which cleans up the image

% Apply threshold. All values above the treshold are logical 1.

% The routine which finds the centroids works on a logical array.
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ind1 = find(DOTSSubtracted > 1600);

% intensity thresholds to get clean dots

ind2 = find(DOTSSubtracted <= 1600);

% intensity thresholds to get clean dots

BinDotsSubtracted = zeros(size(DOTSSubtracted));

% Allocate the memory

BinDotsSubtracted(ind1) = 1;

% Make the image from detector binary

BinDotsSubtracted(ind2) = 0;

% Make the image from detector binary

BinDotsSubtracted = logical(BinDotsSubtracted);

% and now a logical array

% Get the physical pixel coordinates of the

% center of all dots that are above treshold.
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TempizleSubtracted = regionprops(BinDotsSubtracted, ’centroid’);

%This is the Matlab routine which does the heavy lifting

% make list into N,2.

% Note the first index is the x coordinate and the

% second index is the y coordinate

CentroidsSubtracted = cat(1, TempizleSubtracted.Centroid);

%%%% the tricky part. Record centroid XY pairs to mirror

%%%% the order in which they are projected on the Monitor

%%% the ’automatic way for finding the order of the

%%% dots - loads the last transform

LoadF = [’D:\Dropbox\AFSSI Share\AFSSI_C PROTOTYPE CODE’,

’\MonitorDetectorMapping\Tform’, num2str(det_bin),’.mat’];

load(LoadF); % This loads the previous ’Tform’

% Uses the last tform to compute where

% the corresponding x and y
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% coordinates corresponding

% to current list of Monitor Centroid Coordinates

[Xpred, Ypred] = tformfwd(Tform, MonDotLis(:,1), MonDotLis(:,2));

% Though this uses the last transform, it has to

% accommodate any shifts by making a window around

% the expected location

% Window of analysis is sized with # of dots

% (more dots means less space for a window)

if (DotNumIn<3)

Window = 300;

elseif (DotNumIn>=3 && DotNumIn < 6)

Window = 80;

elseif (DotNumIn>=6 && DotNumIn < 10)

Window = 50;

else

Window = 25;

end

%DotList - X and Y pixel lists of the

centriods in the detector readout
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DotList = zeros(length(Xpred),2);

% Allocate the memory for the list

% For each dot location we use the physical dot

% coordinate from the last

% tform (the lookup list) to find the

% corresponding of x and y physical dot

% location of for the CURRENT mapping.

for ind01 = 1:length(Xpred)

% Determine the top, bottom, left,

% and right limits where

% the we look at twice the size

% of the value of "Window" in

% physical pixel coordinates

BotLim = round(Ypred(ind01) - Window);

TopLim = round(Ypred(ind01) + Window);

Llim = round(Xpred(ind01) - Window);

Rlim = round(Xpred(ind01) + Window);

% The second argument of find is set

% to 1 because we only want 1 result

% The first argument of find looks at

% all the coordinates that satisfy
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% these limits.

[Tind, Tind2] = find((CentroidsSubtracted(:,1) > Llim) &...

(CentroidsSubtracted(:,1) < Rlim) &...

(CentroidsSubtracted(:,2) > BotLim) &...

(CentroidsSubtracted(:,2) < TopLim),1);

try

% DotList contains the x and y physical

% pixel coordinates for this

% calibration.

DotList(ind01,:) = CentroidsSubtracted(Tind,:);

catch

1;

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% Graphic to recreate the displayed dots from predictions %%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(313)

DummyArray2 = zeros(size(BinDotsSubtracted)); % Allocate memory
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for ind2 = 1:size(DotList,1)

if DotList(ind2,1)>0

Rind = round(DotList(ind2,2)):(round(DotList(ind2,2))+4);

% DotList will have fractional values - must

% round to address locations

Cind = round(DotList(ind2,1)):(round(DotList(ind2,1)) + 4);

% the dot is 4x4

DummyArray2(Rind,Cind) = 1;

else

DummyArray2(1,1) = 0;

end

imagesc(DummyArray2) ; colormap gray; colorbar

% pause(.01)

end

%% save NEW Tform

TIME = AFSSIC.timestamp;

Tform = cp2tform(MonDotLis, DotList,’projective’);

% control points to transform - this creates a

% transform map from the control points.

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Save the result %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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SaveF1 = [’D:\Dropbox\AFSSI Share\AFSSI_C PROTOTYPE CODE’,

’\MonitorDetectorMapping\Tform.mat’];

save(SaveF1,’Tform’)

closescreen % Remove the dots from the screen.

C.3 Generation of the System Spectral Response

function [] = BuildSpec

% load in the AFSSIC structure data

AFSSIC = AFSSIC_Struct;

% save timestamp to create unique files once

% saved

SaveTime = AFSSIC.timestamp;

% calibrate for the location of the

% image at the DMD

FindVLimsTOP_ONLYV2(AFSSIC)

% Insert pieces needed for code - essentially

% pieces of code the system expects to be able
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% to map the detector output back to monitor

% space

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

det_bin = AFSSIC.det_bin;

ROI = AFSSIC.ROI;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% create save library location and load Tform

load([’D:\Dropbox\AFSSI Share\AFSSI_C PROTOTYPE CODE\’...

’MonitorDetectorMapping\Tform’,...

num2str(det_bin), ’.mat’]);

SaveID = ’D:\MD saved data\ResponseCubeData\’;

% set the exposure time. The exposure for

% the spectral response is remarkably longer

% than the exposure used in experiments

% though because the system is creating

% what is effectively a slit at the DMD

% thus starving the system for light,

% this long exposure does not cause

% saturation. In experiment the result

% is normalized by the integration of

% the white spectrum, while detector
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% measurements are normalized by the

% flat field response at each spatial

% location; this is needed to bring

% measurements and this spectral response

% to the same relative intensity for

% comparison

AFSSIC.exp_time = 130

%%% Using the original spectral calibration

%%% function to not only gather the

%%% data used for the 4 class response,

%%% but now to gather data for the 27

%%% class library

%levels for 7-class response

NewLevels = [1, 1, 1;...

1, 0, 0; ...

0, 1, 0; ...

0, 0, 1; ...

1, 1, 0; ...

1, 0, 1; ...

0, 1, 1];
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% levels for 26-class response

% the rest of the values for

% the full response are the

% superposition of the following

% levels

AFSSIC.codedspeclib = ...

[255, 255, 255;...

255, 0, 0;...

0, 255, 0;...

0, 0, 255;...

191, 191, 191;...

191, 0, 0;...

0, 191, 0;...

0, 0, 191];

% condition the values as unsigned

% 8-bit integers which is needed

% for the "fullscreen" command

% which loads the spectra onto

% the source

AFSSIC.codedspeclib = NewLevels;

AFSSIC.codedspeclib = uint8(NewLevels * 255);

Colors.list = AFSSIC.codedspeclib;
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%%%%% Get black screen

darkArray = zeros(1080, 1920);

closescreen

fullscreen(darkArray, 2)

UpdateDMD_Labview_v2(darkArray)

DarkImg = CameraDemo_OpticalCalibration(AFSSIC);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for Cind = 1: size(AFSSIC.codedspeclib, 1);

%loop through all classes

RawDetDat = {};

% initialize the structure which will

% be used to store the detector

% data

RawTimer = 1;

% counter to keep track of the position
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% of the saved data in the structure

%%% re-run Mon2Det train every iteration to reduce drift

s = zeros(1080, 1920);

% load pattern on DMD

UpdateDMD_Labview_v2(s)

% run the routine which locates the

% source on the DMD

FindVLimsTOP_ONLYV2(AFSSIC)

%%% Turn on the monitor with a full ROI filled with color

ScreenArray = ones(1080, 1920);

ScreenArray(ROI(2,1) : ROI(2,2), ROI(1,1) : ROI(1,2)) = 1;

% make "ScreenArray" into 3-dim data

% to accommodate the RGB commands

% in "colors.list"

Screen = repmat(ScreenArray, [1, 1, 3]);

% allocates the pattern for the first color

ChromScreen = Screen;

for Layer = 1:3
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ChromScreen(:,:,Layer) = ...

ChromScreen(:, :, Layer)*Colors.list(Cind, Layer);

end

ChromScreen = uint8(ChromScreen);

% make sure the screen is not getting

% commands

closescreen

% load the spectra onto the LCD

fullscreen(ChromScreen, 2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% plot the results to have some

% feedback - the routine can take

% hours, and it is good to have

% some sort of regular response

% to make sure nothing glitches.

figure(100)

subplot(2, 2, 1)

imagesc(ChromScreen/...

max(ChromScreen(:))), colormap jet

% Build DMD maps
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% create a vector that is much longer

% than needed; this allows a circshift

% to be used to generate the moving

% "slit" on the DMD

LargeVec = ones(1, 200);

% with the DMD addressing, a ’0’ is on

% and a 1 is off (mirror pointed to

% the beam dump). This next command

% creates two slits 50 system pixels

% apart to reduce the time needed to

% gather the spectral response across

% the entire ROI

LargeVec([1, 51]) = 0;

% Now, clip only the length of the

% vector needed (63 spatial locations

% + 38 spectral channels = 101)

DMDarray = LargeVec(1:101);

% repeat the vector for every row in

% the DMD ROI

DMDarray = repmat(DMDarray, 64, 1);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Begin the loop

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for MeasInd = 1:51

% the loop begins - notice how the

% dual-slit routine gets information

% for every location in 51 measurements

% instead of 101 (which it would need

% if only one slit were employed)

%% put array on DMD using semaphore routine

[DMDPPmap] = DMDSPmap2PPmap(DMDarray, AFSSIC);

UpdateDMD_Labview_v2(DMDPPmap)

subplot(2, 2, 2), imagesc(DMDPPmap)

%%%% shift DMD array for subsequent measurement

LargeVec = circshift(LargeVec, [0, 1]);

DMDarray = LargeVec(1:101);

DMDarray = repmat(DMDarray, 64, 1);
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%%% Take an image

Img = CameraDemo_OpticalCalibration(AFSSIC);

% subtract the dark image from the measurement

% to subtract stray light and energy

% the LCD generates even for ’black’

% pixels

Img = Img - DarkImg;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Record the data from the detector

RawDetDat{RawTimer} = Img;

% this detector output becomes part of the

% monitoring output as well

subplot(2,2, 3), imagesc(RawDetDat{RawTimer});

RawTimer = RawTimer + 1; % index the counter

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% switch routine for naming each of the files

switch Cind

case 1
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ColorValue = ’White’;

case 2

ColorValue = ’Red’;

case 3

ColorValue = ’Green’;

case 4

ColorValue = ’Blue’;

case 5

ColorValue = ’HalfWhite’;

case 6

ColorValue = ’HalfRed’;

case 7

ColorValue = ’HalfGreen’;

case 7

ColorValue = ’HalfBlue’;

% end for the switch
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end

% load the appropriate Tform for the current color

load([’D:\Dropbox\AFSSI Share\AFSSI_C PROTOTYPE CODE\’...

’MonitorDetectorMapping\Tform’,...

num2str(det_bin), ’.mat’]);

% ongoing save of the structure so that

% not all data is lost if the routine

% chokes for some reason.

save([SaveID, ColorValue, ’_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, ...

SaveTime, ’.mat’], ’RawDetDat’, ’Tform’);

% end of the measurement loop

end

% end of the loop which goes through each of the

% spectra required to build the spectral response.

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Remove everything from the LCD monitor

% to avoid monitor burn.

closescreen

C.4 Spectral Response Compilation Code

The code which measures the spectral response saves each measurement from the

detector. This piece of code is needed to extract the intensity data for each spectral

channel at each spatial location, and format the data to be used by the control code.

The response of each of the 4 class library elements is saved as a cube made up of the

64× 64 spatial dimensions of the system and the intensity at each of the 38 spectral

channels.

function [] = BuildResponseCube ()

%%% Load the raw spectral cube info

% Loads ’DetResponse’, ’DMDrecord’, ’Tform’

LoadAd = ’C:\Users\Matthew\Desktop\TempResponseCubeDat\’;

% DateDat is the unique timestamp used to differentiate

% different response cube data files
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DateDat = ’20150123_163137’;

\

% loads the response for white

LoadWhite = [’White_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadWhite])

WhiteRaw = RawDetDat; %%%% This is a (1, 51) cell

% loads the response for red

LoadRed = [’Red_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadRed])

RedRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for green

LoadGreen = [’Green_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadGreen])

GreenRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for blue

LoadBlue = [’Blue_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadBlue])

BlueRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for half white

LoadHalfVal = [’HalfWhite_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];
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load([LoadAd, LoadHalfVal])

HalfWhiteRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for half red

LoadHalfVal = [’HalfRed_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadHalfVal])

HalfRedRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for half green

LoadHalfVal = [’HalfGreen_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadHalfVal])

HalfGreenRaw = RawDetDat;

% loads the response for half blue

LoadHalfVal = [’HalfBlue_BuildRawSpec_RawDetDat_’, DateDat, ’.mat’];

load([LoadAd, LoadHalfVal])

HalfBlueRaw = RawDetDat;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% The pieces of AFSSIC_Struct needed, and code to transform the

% detector output back to monitor space

AFSSIC.det_bin = 1;
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%detector binning; binning was abandoned

AFSSIC.ROI = [(960-512), (960+512); (540-512), (540+512)];

% [Xmin, Xmax; Ymin, Ymax]

AFSSIC.obj_dim = 64;

AFSSIC.SpecBins = 38; % The number of spectral bins

AFSSIC.codedspeclib = [255 255 255;255 0 0;0 255 0;0 0 255];

AFSSIC.ROIdim = [1024, 1024];

AFSSIC.SysPix = ’mean’;

% This controls how a system pixel at the detector

% is recorded ’sum’ or ’mean’

timestamp = datestr(now,’yyyymmdd_HHMMSS’);

AFSSIC.timestamp = timestamp;

AFSSIC.RightColsTrimmed = 6;

%the number of physical columns on the

%right of the system pixels to be trimmed

AFSSIC.LeftColsTrimmed = 6;

%the number of physical columns on the

%left of the system pixels to be trimmed
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AFSSIC.TopRowsTrimmed = 3;

%the number of physical rows the

% top of the system pixels to be trimmed

AFSSIC.BottomRowsTrimmed = 3;

%the number of physical rows the

% bottom of the system pixels to be trimmed

%%%%% Redundant, but need some values not in ’AFSSIC’ structure

det_bin = AFSSIC.det_bin;

ROI = AFSSIC.ROI;

%%%%%%%%%%%%code to label the trimming values for ReadIm

[Xval, Yval] = LabelPhysicalPixelsForTrimming(AFSSIC);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Tform loaded with Spec Response data; These

% commands create the lookup table for mapping from

% detector to monitor space.

[DetPPX, DetPPY] = tformfwd(Tform, Xval, Yval); %%% Extracted
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AFSSIC.DetMap.DetPPX = DetPPX;

AFSSIC.DetMap.DetPPY = DetPPY;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Build the data double-high %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% pre-allocating the data. Essentially the data will become

% a 64x64x38 cube, but the data from the detector, once

% mapped back to monitor space, will first be loaded into

% 64x64x101 cubes. The data in these cubes had sort of

% a stairstep shape, where the spectal response for

% the second pixel in a row starts on the 2nd level

% third location in the row starts on the 3rd level,

% etc. (by "levels" I’m referring to the third dimension

% of the data structure)

WhiteLarge = zeros(64, 64, 101);

RedLarge = zeros(64, 64, 101);

GreenLarge = zeros(64, 64, 101);

BlueLarge = zeros(64, 64, 101);

% loop which loads the transformed data into the

% larger data structure. There is some overlap, which gets

% trimmed off later in the routine
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for Unwrap = 1:51

WhiteLarge(:,:, Unwrap) = ReadIm(WhiteRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

RedLarge(:,:, Unwrap) = ReadIm(RedRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

GreenLarge(:,:, Unwrap) = ReadIm(GreenRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

BlueLarge(:,:, Unwrap) = ReadIm(BlueRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

HalfWhiteLarge(:,:, Unwrap) =...

ReadIm(HalfWhiteRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

HalfRedLarge(:,:, Unwrap) =...

ReadIm(HalfRedRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

HalfGreenLarge(:,:, Unwrap) =...

ReadIm(HalfGreenRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

HalfBlueLarge(:,:, Unwrap) =...

ReadIm(HalfBlueRaw{Unwrap}, AFSSIC);

% another artifact of the two-slit method - I have to extract

% the values from the second slit

if Unwrap < 51

WhiteLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) = ReadIm(WhiteRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

RedLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) = ReadIm(RedRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

GreenLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) = ReadIm(GreenRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

BlueLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) = ReadIm(BlueRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

HalfWhiteLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) =...

ReadIm(HalfWhiteRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);
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HalfRedLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) =...

ReadIm(HalfRedRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

HalfGreenLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) =...

ReadIm(HalfGreenRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

HalfBlueLarge(:, :, Unwrap+51) =...

ReadIm(HalfBlueRaw{Unwrap+1}, AFSSIC);

end

% end the unwrap loop

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Extract the 64x64x38 cubes %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% preallocate the space

WhiteCube = zeros(64, 64, 38);

RedCube = zeros(64, 64, 38);

GreenCube = zeros(64, 64, 38);

BlueCube = zeros(64, 64, 38);

% This loop is pulling the data out of the "stairstep"

% structure and into the final 64x64x38 data cube

for Stack = 1:64

WhiteCube(:, Stack, :) =...

WhiteLarge(:, Stack, Stack : (Stack + 38 -1));

RedCube(:, Stack, :) =...
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RedLarge(:, Stack, Stack : (Stack + 38 -1));

GreenCube(:, Stack, :) =...

GreenLarge(:, Stack, Stack : (Stack + 38 -1));

BlueCube(:, Stack, :) =...

BlueLarge(:, Stack, Stack : (Stack + 38 -1));

end

% Load everything into a structure that

% is saved.

FullResponseCubes{1} = WhiteCube;

FullResponseCubes{2} = RedCube;

FullResponseCubes{3} = GreenCube;

FullResponseCubes{4} = BlueCube;

%%%% Save the nominal response

% this is the mean of each of the

% response cubes across the entire

% ROI: the average spectrum from each

% of the 4096 spatial locations

expspecSAMP =zeros(38, 4);

for Color = 1:4

for channel = 1:38
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temp = mean(mean(FullResponseCubes{Color}(:, :, channel)));

expspecSAMP(channel, Color) = temp;

end

end

% figure for monitoring the output.

figure(2000)

plot(expspecSAMP)

% other ’stuff’ that is either used or was

% abandoned but not completely cleaned up

% - in many cases it was just easier to leave

% the remnants.

MinEuclidDist = min(pdist(expspecSAMP’));

% one of the remnants from

% early calibration routines.

ChromoIntense = [];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%% change save location! %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

save([LoadDropBox, ’AFSSI Share\AFSSI_C PROTOTYPE CODE\’,...
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’Trimming_L6R6T3B3_FullResponseCubes.mat’]...

, ’FullResponseCubes’, ’expspecSAMP’, ’MinEuclidDist’,...

’Tform’, ’ChromoIntense’)

% also save the current trimming values

Ltrim = num2str(AFSSIC.LeftColsTrimmed);

Rtrim = num2str(AFSSIC.RightColsTrimmed);

Ttrim = num2str(AFSSIC.TopRowsTrimmed);

Btrim = num2str(AFSSIC.BottomRowsTrimmed);

%%% locations of Spec response cubes

SaveID = [LoadAd, ’Trimming_L’, Ltrim, ’R’, Rtrim, ...

’T’, Ttrim, ’B’, Btrim, ’_FullResponseCubes4class.mat’];

save(SaveID, ’FullResponseCubes’, ’expspecSAMP’,...

’MinEuclidDist’, ’Tform’, ’ChromoIntense’);

C.5 Implementation of noise model and log likelihood ratios

This is code implemented within a loop that acts upon each spatial location individu-

ally. Here the noise model is implemented and P (hi|m) is determined, and the value

of P (hi|{m}k) is calculated using the log likelihood ratio based on the measurement

history.

function [LLR, classprob, AFSSIC] =...
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LLRatio(LLR,classprob,det_pixel,projVec,AFSSIC, row, col)

% note row and col are the positions of the current

% spatial location, AFSSIC is the structure

% which stores the relevant data,

% classprob is the probability

% of each of the hypotheses at this

% spatial location; many of the variables

% in this function call are not used and are

% remnants of earlier iterations of the code.

% creates a local variable for the noise

% added to get the desired TSNR (which is

% also the noise used for the model)

Noise = AFSSIC.AWGN;

% create a local (current spatial location)

% copy of the spectral response for comparison

% to the measurement

speclib = zeros(size(AFSSIC.speclibCUBE{1}, 3),...

size(AFSSIC.codedspeclib, 1));

for classIND = 1: size(AFSSIC.codedspeclib, 1)

speclib(:, classIND) = AFSSIC.speclibCUBE{classIND}(row, col, :);
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% local variables needed to keep everything

% the correct length

[nChannels nSpectra] = size(speclib);

% compute how likely is the new measurement to be from one of the classes

% first subject the library to the

% feature at this spatial location

A = projVec*speclib;

% repeat the detector measurement

% so that the matrix subtraction

% can be used for the exponent of the

% Gaussian (tmp)

B = repmat(det_pixel,1,nSpectra);

tmp = B - A;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% using log likelihood ratio

% for TSNR experiments, "expnoise" is

% the same as "AWGN" - if the system

% is being run without added noise
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% there is a value taken from the

% model mismatch experiment (Chapter 6)

% used in the Gaussian noise model

NoiseVal = AFSSIC.expnoise;

% since this uses the log ratio,

% the Gaussian becomes:

TempProb = -(tmp.*tmp)/(2*NoiseVal^2);

% preallocate memory for the LLR array

LogLikelyArray = zeros(length(TempProb));

% This builds the log likelihood ratios

% (which are a subtraction operation)

% around the current measurement

% likelihoods

for RowInd = 1:(size(LogLikelyArray, 1));

for ColInd = 1:size(LogLikelyArray, 2);

LogLikelyArray(RowInd, ColInd) =...

TempProb(RowInd) - TempProb(ColInd);

%

end

end
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% add the array of the current likelihoods to the

% measurement history, and update the

% measurement history (stored in AFSSIC structure)

AFSSIC.LogLikelyVals{row, col} =...

AFSSIC.LogLikelyVals{row, col} + LogLikelyArray;

% this step has been clutch in making the LLR

% not periodically throw a NaN due to a huge or small

% value being exponentiated - essentially

% find the maximum value of the LLR array,

% and use the row index of the maximum

% value as the COLUMN index for the

% exponentiated values

[rowInd, colInd] = find(AFSSIC.LogLikelyVals{row, col}...

== max(abs(AFSSIC.LogLikelyVals{row, col}(:))));

% exponentiate to get the likelihood values

% for each of the hypotheses

ProbVals = exp(AFSSIC.LogLikelyVals{row, col}(:, rowInd(1))’);

% normalize to the sum of the values

% to retrieve the probabilities

ProbVals = abs(ProbVals)/(sum(abs(ProbVals)));
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% set "classprob" which is one of the output

% variables for this routine

classprob = ProbVals;
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